November 6, 2019

Board of Regents
University of Hawaii
2444 Dole Street, Bachman Hall, Room 209
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Re: Proposed Administrative Rules for Mauna Kea

Aloha kakou to members of the board and to UH Hilo, for allowing this time to testify before you.

My name is Andrea Ilima DeCosta; I am a kanaka maoli and my moku ‘au hau is Kane’ohe, on the windward side of Oahu.

I am also a lineal descendant to kupuna, Mo’o Koko, who lived and died in the district of Ka’u - under the kapu system - during the reign of Kamehameha I.

As is the custom for kanaka maoli, it was my great grandmother who first shared with me the wisdom of lomi and la’au.

Raised to be a cultural practitioner, like so many other practitioners across the globe, I have had the privilege of providing cultural support to the Mauna Medic Healers Hui and the Sacred Mauna Kea Hui.
However, it was not lomi or la’au, but a petition that I filed in 2015 - that would be the doorstop to the entire permitting process, and ultimately, the TMT - that has seen the most evident, curative results for the Mauna.

Filed in July of 2015, the end result was the revocation of the permit for the TMT project, on December 2, 2015.

Kala mai, I apologize that I had not been able to properly address this board earlier, but I lost a child just weeks after my testimony against the TMT, and I’ve needed this time to heal.

In this holistic context, I would like to share my mana’o on what the TMT - and the entire UH management system - means to this kanaka maoli.

But first, Big shout out to the la hui - on and off the Mauna. Mahalos especially to those making the big sacrifices each day, in service on the Mauna. Mahalo piha, you folks are my pu’uwai.

Let’s start with the “meat” of it, by saying: the TMT and the proposed “admin rules” for Mauna Kea represent what has been referred to as “cultural genocide”.

“Genocide”, as defined by its progenitor, Polish jurist, Raphael Lemkin, in his 1944 book, *Axis Rule in Occupied Europe*, sums it up this way:

“By ‘genocide’ we mean the destruction of a nation or of an ethnic group. This new word, coined by the author to denote an old practice in its modern development, is made from the ancient Greek word genos (race, tribe) and the Latin cide (killing).... Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. Genocide is directed against the national group as an entity, and the actions involved are directed against individuals, not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national group”

How do the proposed rules for Mauna Kea represent “cultural genocide”?
Let me count the ways:

1. Prior to first contact, substantial and documented evidence exists, which support the sophisticated manner and nature of indigenous, kanaka maoli, culture within the islands.

This evidence includes an elaborate system of agricultural terraces and fishponds - where selected species of fish were raised and harvested to feed an estimated population of ~800k persons.

This evidence also includes religious and political systems, in which indigenous kanaka maoli ties to Mauna Kea are identified in the genealogical creation chant, the Kumulipo.

The Kumulipo, in so much as it is the quintessential cosmology story of a people, is prima facia evidence of the spiritual significance of Mauna Kea to the creation of indigenous persons in Hawaii. In tracing the lineage of Haloa as the progenitor of the indigenous persons of Hawaii, the Kumulipo, though not published pre-contact, can only be interpreted as being a text similar to the Christian Bible.
As a “Bible” of kanaka maoli culture, genealogy and spirituality, the Kumulipo - though a work of interpretation - has long been regarded as an authentic work of indigenous cultural and spiritual awareness; a unique historical text, particular only to the indigenous persons of Hawaii.

Mauna Kea, as a significant object of reverence within the text of the Kumulipo, just like other culturally significant spaces across the globe - such as the Temple Mount and Mt. Fuji - is a “being”, in its own right, and Mauna Kea is deserving of protections from further desecration.

Since the proposed TMT project will have a significant impact on the summit, by expanding the amount of physical area already under development, and as the UH had already demonstrated an inability to protect the summit from overdevelopment, the TMT can only be seen as adding to - not mitigating - the desecration already committed.

So, that’s one way cultural genocide is being committed, in the takings and development of spaces that are well documented to be sites of religious significance, and creating rules to limit indigenous access to these sites.

Some of these sites do include ‘iwi kupuna and piko that have been legally placed there in contemporary times. Those lineal descendants are alive and many are here, today. Listen to them and their mana’o.
2. As the resources needed to run the facility will be mostly imported, the local economy will not necessarily benefit financially from the TMT operation.

What resources - like water - that will not be imported will come from existing resources, as the UH has been given permission to use the sacred waters of Waiau, pursuant to their 1968 lease agreement. How and the manner of the use is not specified. That’s a problem.

The potential for exposure to adverse effects and/or events, such as “accidental” spills of contamianates into the water source at Lake Waiau, is high and incalculable, in terms of impact to the watershed. Once contaminated, there may be no going back; to that extent, the ecological impacts to what should be a pristine water source haven’t yet been determined.

Earlier this year, after reviewing recommendations from FEMA - relating to the TMT and floodplain maintenance - to the County of Hawaii, I placed a call to the now director. The director advised me that they had not read the FEMA recommendations related to floodplain management and the building of the TMT.
The director advised me that no flood plain studies had even been conducted for the Conservation district, because it “hardly rains”.

The lack of rainfall onto to arid plains lands, like on the Mauna, are the exact recipe for flooding, down makai.

There is already an existing flood problem, each time it rains we are at risk when we take the Saddle Road, and the tertiary roads are even worse. Do we really know how flooding will be impacted, by more movement of dry earth at the summit?

In addition to being able to maintain the pristine nature of the waters of Waiau and the watershed under the Mauna, Hawaii island residents require a director who is on top of the issues, not one who has to be asked to do their job. One loss of life to flooding, just because we weren’t willing to do our homework in advance, is one too many lives lost.

3. The TMT and it’s supporters would have us believe that the “rule of law” is not being followed by kia’i, however I would argue that it’s TMT and their supporters, who haven’t been following some fundamental rules of law, specifically, that of being a good neighbor.
The UH and the TMT prove this unwillingness to be a good neighbor, by purposely creating rules that would inhibit and discourage their neighbors - who are indigenous cultural practitioners, from engaging in cultural practices.

With the exception of times/reasons that the UH deems appropriate, kanaka maoli are exposed to disparate treatment because we are being forced to ask for permission to go to pray.

Who decides when and how another might pray? That’s the reason why English migrants fled, to be free to exercise their religious freedom.

4. After reading the definitions to the proposed rules, it’s unclear who from UH - or outside of UH - would be responsible for the task of overseeing the TMT project, including the proposed admin rules that are being contested today.

This ambiguity is evident in the first “definition” of the proposed rules, “Authorized agent”.

According to the proposed rules, an “Authorized agent” means a person, persons, or entity authorized by the president or the president’s designee to act on the president’s behalf under this chapter.
This begs the questions: where is the definition of “designee” in the “definitions” for the proposed admin rules, and why does the president require both an “authorized agent” and a “designee”?

Further, it appears to cloud the need for accountability, as it may not be clear who is making any decisions related to the UH management areas, including the TMT.

Stakeholders are legally entitled to know the qualifications of both an “authorized agent” and “designee”. Especially if those persons are to be making decisions in place of, or on behalf of, the president of the UH system, David Lassner.

When Lassner punts, do we know the level of “player” he is punting to?

Aren’t stakeholders legally and morally entitled to know: who can qualify as an “authorized agent” and/or “designee”? 

Before the UH or the TMT asks kanaka maoli to have patience and hear them out, perhaps it’s time for transparency in the manner that these entities have conducted themselves.
From the initial lack of a transparency, in failing to have a substantive hearing on the island of the proposed project, to the cherry picking of cultural practitioners, intended to speak for all kanaka maoli, it's clear that the UH and the TMT have no intention on following the rules or being good neighbors.

5. “No camping” rules are a legal pretext for disparate treatment, for discrimination, as the proposed rules appear to target kia’i/their supporters.

In doing so, the proposed admin rules undermine kia’i rights to political and religious self expression, as codified in both the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights, as well as the Hawaii State Constitution.
Pursuant to Section 4 of the Hawaii State Constitution:

"No law shall be enacted respecting the establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press or of the right of the people to peaceably assemble and to petition the government for a redress of grievances." [Ren and am Const Con 1978 and election November 7, 1978]

If we are to assume that Hawaii is a legitimate state, and if that the legitimate state’s Constitution is accurate, kanaka maoli, even as de facto citizens of the state of Hawaii and the USA, are entitled to all the rights and privileges afforded other citizens.

As citizens, we are legally and legitimately exercising our rights, under the US and Hawaii state constitutions, to “peaceably assemble and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.” Nothing about the action to protect Mauna Kea from further development suggests a malicious or violent intent, on the part of the kia’i.
To summarize one kia’i: “kanaka maoli go to the Mauna with food and prayers; law enforcement has met those prayers with guns...” This response, by law enforcement, could be perceived as discriminatory, in that it wrongly and intentionally infers that kanaka maoli have done something violent.

Further evidence of the disparate treatment as it relates to “no camping rules” is the manner in which the rules specifically prohibit any article of cold weather protection that could be considered a “blanket”, “tent”, or “shelter”.

Since the weather at the Mauna Kea Access Road is becoming more inclement, this means that kanaka maoli cultural practitioners and their followers will be unable to shield themselves from the adverse elements - specifically the sun, rain and cold.

Finally, because kanaka maoli cultural practitioners observe the sunrise and sunset hours, theirs and their followers religious and cultural activities would be severely undermined by the rules, which a) prohibit anyone in groups of 10 or more from gathering without first obtaining a permit from the UH, and b) prohibit anyone from being on the pu’u from “between one hour after sunset and sunrise.”
In summary:

The UH lease expires December 31, 2033, and the TMT plan calls for approximately 10-12 years of construction.

That would leave one year left on the existing lease, to use the TMT for its stated purpose. In addition to abridging the civil rights of kanaka maoli, the state and the UH system, in trying to force the TMT down the throats of local, Hawaii island residents, is concurrently providing an illegal benefit to the TMT, by using taxpayer funds to promote what is private project masquerading as a scientific endeavor.

Any reasonable person can see, that it is exactly the coordinated efforts to undermine kia‘i agency and rights under the law(s), on the part of multiple agencies - specifically the UH system and the TMT - that support the claim of cultural genocide.

The kia‘i and their supporters have already shown a willingness to stay the course, and to defend their right to protect their sacred sites. It doesn’t seem the kia‘i will back down, for any amount of money.

From the perspective of a “good neighbor”, the TMT would be committing the most neighborly act, by deciding to spare the community more heartache and by NOT moving to Mauna Kea. Mahalo nui loa.
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The Administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) offers the following comments on the Board of Regent’s Maunakea Governance Permitted Interaction Group (MIG) report and proposed Resolution 19-03 To Act on Items Relating to Maunakea Management (Resolution).

As an initial matter, OHA reiterates that for nearly half a century, the state of Hawai‘i and the University of Hawai‘i have failed their legal responsibility to properly manage Maunakea. This mismanagement has continued despite constant calls for reform from the Native Hawaiian community, Hawai‘i County residents, the general public, and the state Auditor.

The state and UH have established a long pattern of issuing superficial public statements premised on apologies and promises of doing better, that ultimately result in little material improvement in the care of Maunakea. We fear that the MIG report and proposed resolution is just a continuation of this pattern. To be clear, OHA appreciates that there is the “feeling amongst some Regents that the Board needed to do more to evaluate on the University of Hawai‘i’s... governance and stewardship of Maunakea by establishing the [MIG]” 1. In particular, OHA appreciates that the MIG report recognizes UH’s “past and present mismanagement” and commits UH to fulfilling its duty to properly steward Maunakea and to ensure that industrial-scale development on the mauna’s summit does not further injure natural and cultural resources on these culturally sacred and long neglected lands.

However, we must point out the similarity of these current pronouncements to what state and UH officials said just four years ago. For example, we note that UH’s recognition today that it has “unmet responsibilities and ongoing compliance issues that have delayed completion of certain recommendations and requirements under the Management Plans,” and “desires to remove any delays in compliance and to complete ongoing responsibilities in an accelerated and expeditious manner,” nearly mimics UH President David Lassner’s admission on June 1, 2015, that “UH has not yet met all of [its] obligations to the mountain,” and Governor Ige’s May 26, 2015, proclamation that the state has “in many ways failed the mountain [...] and we must act immediately to change that.” Today’s reiteration of what was said four years ago is evidence that (1) no management reforms by the state and UH have been made in the intervening years as

1 MIG Report, at 1.
promised; and (2) regardless of what they say, the state and UH have not shown they are committed to or interested in fulfilling their legal and moral obligations to manage the mauna.

While the MIG report and proposed resolution include some indications of willingness to take some steps in the right direction, these proposed actions are woefully late, continue to leave substantial gaps in existing management tools, and exacerbate existing confusion and mismanagement concerns. Problematic aspects arise in at least four areas:

1. Foremost, the report and proposed resolution push short-term management solutions that may conflict with more fundamental efforts to reorganize and restructure Maunakea management. This potential mismatch risks causing substantial confusion about the stewardship of Maunakea going forward.

2. Shockingly, the proposed resolution seeks to fast-track the development of a telescope facility at Hale Pōhaku “or elsewhere.” While a teaching telescope may have merit under appropriate conditions and at an appropriate site, it is wholly inappropriate to disregard past promises to limit telescope facilities development, and instead propose a new development without a much deeper evaluation of its consistency with UH’s stewardship obligations. Once again, the fast-track approach is particularly problematic in light of the MIG’s recommendations regarding reorganizing and restructuring management of Maunakea.

3. With respect to its contemplated decommissioning of existing facilities, the proposed resolution is also problematic. It adds little or nothing to UH’s existing decommissioning obligations, while presupposing that many existing facilities will continue to operate beyond the 2033 term of UH’s Maunakea Science Reserve Master Lease (Master Lease). The resolution also proposes potentially conflicting timelines and fails to acknowledge UH’s obligation to ensure complete site restoration upon decommissioning. Again, these missteps threaten to sow confusion about stewardship going forward.

4. Finally, the resolution and report fail to address UH’s continued use of the Mauna Kea Access Road (MKAR), located almost entirely on Hawaiian Home Lands Trust lands, which it built without the permission of the Hawaiian Homes Commission. OHA implores UH to determine how it intends to redress this ongoing harm.

OHA’s concerns in these areas are described in more detail below.

1. **Potentially Conflicting Short-Term and Long-Term Management Actions**

What the UH Board of Regents is doing today is the exact opposite of the sort of comprehensive and cohesive management that Maunakea deserves, and what the State Auditor has demanded. Instead, UH is concurrently pushing short-term and long-term actions that may conflict with each other, while also raising uncertainty about the future stewardship of Maunakea.

The MIG report attempts to push short-term management solutions, including requesting additional taxpayer funds and establishing expediated timelines that may not make sense, to implement long delinquent management actions. While in some ways this represents a long overdue step in the right direction, the MIG’s proposed short-term actions to address
longstanding concerns may ultimately conflict with the resolution’s call for a plan to reorganize and restructure “all advisory, operating and funding bodies involved in the management of Maunakea.” For example, the MIG recognizes that its reorganization and restructuring plan requires an analysis of whether the management of Maunakea should be transferred to a separate governmental entity or third party, with plans and analyses to be completed by April 2020. The result of this plan and analysis could be that these short-term actions look differently and that the responsibility for implementing these short-term actions may ultimately be transferred to an entity other than UH, even though the UH administration is being tasked with requesting the General Funds.

Further, adopting the proposed administrative rules today and requesting additional taxpayer funds to pay for tardy management actions would at best create confusion as to the sincerity of UH’s desire to objectively explore the transfer of management responsibilities, and at worst institutionalize management practices that neglect Native Hawaiian and other concerns underlying the call for reorganization and restructuring.

Additionally, the MIG report and proposed resolution suggests that an update to the Maunakea Master Plan may be forthcoming in the near future, without providing any deadlines or scope. Without such deadlines or details, it is difficult to ascertain whether and how an update to the Maunakea Master Plan—a long term action—will be consistent with a concurrent reorganization and restructuring plan that may remove UH from its management authorities entirely. Moreover, we note that UH’s 2000 Maunakea Science Reserve Master Plan (2000 Master Plan) will expire in two months and the 2009 Comprehensive Management Plan’s five-year update has never started. With such long and ongoing delays in the scheduled updates to these critical planning documents, a vague indication that the Master Plan will be updated at some unspecified point in time – and with no request for a budget to fund either plan update – only leads to confusion regarding UH’s long-term commitment to follow through on any of its promises to comprehensively and adaptively plan for and manage its Maunakea lands.

2. Inappropriate Proposal to Fast-Track Development of a Telescope Facility

Item 3 of the resolution proposes to develop a telescope facility at Hale Pōhaku “or elsewhere.” While an educational telescope may have merit under appropriate conditions and in an appropriate location, this proposal throws 20 years of astronomy planning out the window, while thumbing its nose at the many in the community who for decades have demanded greater controls over telescope development.

In response to calls to establish a carrying capacity of development on the mountain, the 2000 Master Plan designated 95 percent of the Maunakea Science Reserve (10,760 acres) as a Natural/Cultural Preservation Area, “with no development activity.” The plan then designated the remaining 525 acres (5 percent) as an Astronomy Precinct, “thereby greatly reducing the area previously available for astronomy development.” The plan envisioned “the area outside the Astronomy Precinct [as] a ‘no build’ area,” to prevent the construction of telescopes “anywhere” in the Science Reserve. The plan cited the Very Long Baseline Array, which is the only telescope on Maunakea not located at the summit, as a specific example of what the new Astronomy Precinct sought to avoid.
The MIG’s proposal reverses course on that prior planning. This U-turn is emblematic of the broken promises that have eroded the community’s trust in UH’s commitment to stewardship. Moreover, the proposal comes with a fast-track target date of April 2021. This indicates that UH may be unwilling to take the time for thorough community consultation that must be undertaken before even suggesting a location for new development.

Adding insult to injury, this proposal also appears to have contributed to the years-long delay in the decommissioning of the existing Hōkū Ke‘a facility, in contravention of a UH commitment. The special conditions identified in the Thirty-Meter Telescope Conservation District Use Permit (CDUP) require that UH “will decommission three telescopes permanently, as soon as reasonably possible, and no new observatories will be constructed on those sites. This commitment will be legally binding on the University . . . . ” The CDUP identified Hōkū Ke‘a and two others as the three telescopes to be decommissioned. UH Hilo had submitted a Notice of Intent to Decommission Hōkū Ke‘a (NOI) to the Maunakea Management Board (MKMB) on September 16, 2015. For years, the MKMB postponed the NOI hearing, only to finally reject it on September 27, 2019—in a process apparently related to this idea of re-locating the facility.

While the resolution’s proposed April 2021 Hōkū Ke‘a decommissioning deadline appears to provide a glimmer of hope that decommissioning will finally make some progress, the history of past delay, and apparent disregard for the CDUP special condition—which required permanent decommissioning as soon as possible—illustrate why OHA is concerned about the MIG’s proposal to fast-track development of another facility at Hale Pōhaku “or elsewhere.”

3. Decommissioning

In addition to OHA’s concern about delays in decommissioning Hōkū Ke‘a, at least three additional decommissioning-related aspects of the proposed resolution are troubling.

First, the proposed resolution appears to retreat from prior decommissioning commitments. The proposed resolution calls for decommissioning two facilities by 2021, a third by 2024, and two others by 2033. The commitments described in the CDUP called for decommissioning three telescopes “as soon as reasonably possible,” and two others by 2033.

2 In the Matter of Contested Case Hearing Re Conservation District Use Application (CDUA) HA-3568, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision and Order, 267 [hereinafter TMT CDUP] (Special Condition 10) (emphasis added). By citing UH’s commitments in relation to the CDUP, OHA does not intend to convey that it concedes to, or agrees with, any assertion that the CDUP was properly granted. Rather, this reference to the CDUP special conditions is intended to illustrate a disconcerting failure by UH to abide by its earlier commitments.


5 See, e.g., Hawai‘i Public Radio, Decommissioning Mauna Kea Telescopes Not As Easy As Switching Off The Lights, https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/post/decommissioning-mauna-kea-telescopes-not-easy-switching-lights#stream/0 (quoting MKMB Director Nagata: “There was quite a lot of public comments…about not decommissioning this educational telescope and so the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo was asked to go out to the community and consult on this,’ Nagata said.”).

6 TMT CDUP (Special Condition 11) (“at least two additional facilities will be permanently decommissioned by December 31, 2033, including the Very Long Baseline Array antenna and at least one additional observatory.”).
OHA questions why the MIG concluded that two facilities can be reasonably decommissioned by 2021, but the third will not be decommissioned until 2024. This additional three-year delay may be contrary to the “as soon as reasonably possible” commitment prescribed in the CDUP.7

Second, and more globally, the Master Lease also prescribe decommissioning obligations.8 The Master Lease requires all improvements on the Maunakea Science Reserve to be “removed or disposed of by the Lessee at the expiration or sooner termination of this lease.”9 The Master Lease expires in 2033. The terms of the Master Lease are also tied into the subleases with all entities that own or operate existing telescopes.10 In general, by the expiration of a sublease the sublessees are required to “remove the facilities and restore the property at the expenses of the sublessee,” unless the facility is sold or surrendered to UH.11

In contemplation of these binding lease terms, the Resolution appears to presuppose that most of the existing facilities will not be decommissioned by 2033, and thus presumes that the Master Lease and subleases will be renewed or extended. This presupposition is inappropriate, particularly in light of the MIG’s call for restructuring, reorganizing, and/or transferring management to another entity.

Third, the proposed resolution continues a disappointing practice of describing decommissioning in uncertain and unambiguous terms. The Maunakea Comprehensive Management Plan describes decommissioning as action by a “lessee to remove the facilities and restore the site.”12 The Decommissioning Plan expands on this, describing decommissioning as the “partial or total removal of all structures associated with the observatory facility and the restoration of the site to the greatest extent possible, to pre-construction conditions.”13 However, the plan ultimately defers to UH, the Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the sublessee to negotiate the extent of restoration.14 Now, the proposed resolution describes decommissioning as “the complete removal of all man-made structures at each respective site bringing each site to as close as feasible to its natural state prior to construction.” While these standards are perhaps intended to be very similar—or perhaps even to convey that the MIG recommends foreclosing the option of partial removal—the specific scope of this commitment remains unclear, and it has been recommended “[f]or the purposes of this resolution” (i.e. only for the five telescopes described in the proposed resolution). Together with the history of industrial development and disregard for Maunakea, this underscores why OHA and others remain concerned about whether decommissioning will be consistent with UH’s obligations as a steward. Progress on this issue calls for a harmonized and unambiguous commitment to take all practicable steps to completely remove all non-natural structures, above- and below-grade, and to

---

7 In addition, the proposed resolution is unclear about what decommissioning timeline information will be shared with the public. Item 2 calls for a visual schedule for key decommissioning steps for two of the sites. While such transparency is helpful and appreciated, it should be required for all facilities.
9 General Lease No. S-4191, 4 (Maunakea Master Lease).
10 Decommissioning Plan at 6 (Section 2.2 Sublease Terms).
11 Id.
13 Decommissioning Plan at 23.
14 Decommissioning Plan at 26.
restore each site to the condition necessary to uphold the natural and cultural integrity of this singularly sacred and unique site.

4. Mauna Kea Access Road

While the Board of Regents may express a commitment to cooperating with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) to resolve any outstanding issues relating to the roadway infrastructure on Maunakea, OHA notes that there are specific historical and ongoing issues, illustrated most saliently by the MKAR, that counsel a much more detailed and concrete response than that provided for in the MIG report and proposed resolution. The known history of the State and UH’s past and ongoing failures to address improper and uncompensated use of Hawaiian Home Lands Trust lands not only counsel UH’s cooperation but begs the questions of whether UH is fulfilling its independent responsibilities to native Hawaiians and whether UH should be compensating the Hawaiian Homes Land Trust. Not surprisingly, the MKAR, which is located almost entirely on Trust lands and was constructed between the 1960s-1970s, has recently fallen under renewed scrutiny as part of an apparent pattern of disregard for native Hawaiian and Hawaiian interests and concerns regarding Maunakea. DHHL land management staff have confirmed that the Hawaiian Homes Commission did not consent before UH commenced construction of the MKAR, which has been used continuously and without compensation to the Trust. Legal jurisdictional uncertainties notwithstanding, the State has recently gone so far as to arrest Hawaiian Home Lands beneficiaries who are peacefully occupying the MKAR in protest of UH’s gross mismanagement of Maunakea. The State has also closed the MKAR to Hawaiian Home Lands Trust beneficiaries and the general public, while allowing UH employees, and contractors generally unrestrained use of the road. Accordingly, OHA implores the Board of Regents to do more than cooperate with DHHL, but rather take initiative to specifically identify how UH will assist in redressing UH’s long and continued use of Trust lands without permission or compensation.

Continued Mismanagement

UH’s actions today reinforce its well-documented legacy of failing Maunakea. The MIG report and proposed resolution concede that UH is failing to adequately and timely implement critical actions of the 2009 CMP. This specific management failure – delayed and weak implementation of management plan actions – stretches back decades and was explicitly called out by the State Auditor in 1998. In 1998, the State Auditor found:

The university developed plans that outlined protection controls designed to limit access; provide for public safety; and protect the cultural, historic, and natural resources. However, many of these plans were submitted late and were weakly implemented. In addition, the university’s lack of commitment and the Department of Land and Natural Resources’ failure to enforce the plans compounded the problem of inadequate environmental protection.

[...]  
The Department of Land and Natural Resources identified the need for a comprehensive management plan in the mid-1970s. However, plans that subsequently developed were poorly implemented.
The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) OPPOSES the Board of Regents’ (BORs’) approval of proposed Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 20-26 as drafted. In light of the proposed rules’ continued failure to address OHA’s numerous concerns and recommendations regarding potential impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, their adoption as drafted would contravene Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) § 304-1903, and contradict the Board of Regents’ own Maunakea Permitted Interaction Group’s (MIG’s) explicit findings and recommendations.

As a preliminary matter, OHA yet again highlights the Maunakea rulemaking authority granted under HRS § 304A-1903, which requires that the BOR “consult with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to ensure that these rules shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by [Native Hawaiians].” As described repeatedly in multiple testimonies and correspondences dating back to 2011 (attached), the concerns OHA has raised and continue to raise have a direct relationship to the ability of Native Hawaiians to engage in traditional and customary practices dependent upon the environmental and cultural integrity of Maunakea’s lands, resources, and sites. The continued failure to address OHA’s concerns in the proposed administrative rules therefore represents a failure to comply with the BOR’s statutory rulemaking consultation requirements enacted specifically to resolve such concerns.

As a further preliminary note, OHA does express appreciation for the MIG’s recognition and findings that “Maunakea has become a symbol of Native Hawaiian self determination”; that “the University has been criticized for past and present mismanagement of Maunakea”; that there is a “need to collectively do better with regard to efficiency, effectiveness, and transparency in the functional structure of Maunakea management”; and that “Maunakea is a special place to all of Hawai‘i, and Native Hawaiian cultural practices need to be acknowledged in planning for the use of Maunakea.” However, any adoption of the proposed rules as drafted – which fail to address longstanding governance, transparency, and management issues compromising
Native Hawaiian practitioners' ability to perpetuate their cultural practices in such a culturally significant space - would severely undermine any sense of sincerity in the MIG’s statements, as well as any BOR promise to finally and substantively fulfill its responsibilities to appropriately steward Maunakea.

While the following concerns have been raised and described repeatedly in the attached testimonies and correspondences regarding the proposed administrative rules, OHA raises them once again, to provide additional commentary on their continued absence in the instant rules draft:

A. Transparency and accountability concerns remain unaddressed.

Concerns regarding the rules' lack of transparency and accountability in decisionmaking, including decisionmaking that may profoundly impact practitioner access to, and the overall integrity of, cultural resources and sites, have been raised by OHA since at least 2011. More broadly, transparency concerns are also now even recognized by the MIG’s findings, which describe “the need to collectively do better with regard to efficiency, effectiveness, and transparency,” and call for the development of a “plan [] to improve the operations and management and make it [sic] more efficient, effective and transparent” (emphases added). Nonetheless, the rules continue to allow all nearly all major decisions regarding access, traffic management, area closures, commercial use, the issuance of public and commercial use permits, regulatory exemptions, etc. to be made by a single individual – the UH President, or their designated stand-in – without any concrete or legally enforceable public review or cultural practitioner consultation mechanism whatsoever.

As also illustrated in the attached testimonies and correspondences, OHA has even offered suggested approaches to balance the need for expedited decisionmaking in certain situations and in exigent circumstances, with the need for transparency and practitioner input in decisionmaking that could impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices. Notably, such approaches have been adopted and used in other state administrative rule chapters, including those for the management of state conservation lands. The proposed rules as currently drafted nonetheless inexplicably fail to explore, much less implement, OHA’s suggestions, or otherwise resolve OHA’s longstanding transparency concerns.

Accordingly, adoption of the rules as drafted would not only represent an unfounded rejection of the transparency and accountability concerns raised and suggestions offered by OHA, but would also bring into question the sincerity of the MIG’s findings as well as any commitment by the BOR to improve the transparency issues that have plagued Maunakea’s history of mismanagement. **OHA urges the BOR to review its prior testimonies and correspondences and accordingly ensure that any administrative rules address its transparency concerns prior to their adoption.**
B. Cultural consultation requirements are essentially nonexistent.

As OHA has also repeatedly pointed out, the administrative rules as previously and currently drafted provide little more than lip service to Kahu Kū Mauna (KKM), the cultural advisory group for Maunakea established by UH itself, and further provide no real opportunity for OHA, cultural practitioner, or lineal descendant input in decisions that may profoundly impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices or affect the environmental and cultural integrity of Maunakea. As noted above, the BOR’s own MIG has recognized that “Native Hawaiian cultural practices need to be acknowledged in planning for the use of Maunakea,” and that “Maunakea has become a symbol of Native Hawaiian self determination.” However, as detailed most recently in the attached June 1, 2019 letter to UH President Lassner, the rules as they continue to be drafted offer no concrete requirement for Native Hawaiian participation in the governance and use of Maunakea – thereby giving no meaningful acknowledgement of Native Hawaiian cultural practices in the use of Maunakea, and providing no acknowledgement of the need to facilitate Native Hawaiian self-determination over these ancestral and unlawfully acquired former Hawaiian Kingdom lands. OHA also notes that UH and OMKM have failed to adopt other mechanisms to ensure Native Hawaiian participation in the governance and use of Maunakea, including options articulated by OHA throughout the years and most recently in June 2018; the failure to include any concrete and enforceable Native Hawaiian consultation mechanisms in the rules would only exacerbate this continued exclusion of Native Hawaiian input in matters pertaining to Maunakea.

Accordingly, if adopted, the rules as drafted will not only represent the official rejection of legitimate and reasonable concerns long raised by OHA regarding Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, but further contradict the findings of the BOR’s own MIG, and undermine the sincerity of the BOR in any present or future commitment to become a better steward of Maunakea. OHA urges the BOR to instead review the attached correspondences regarding the lack of concrete consultation mechanisms in the administrative rules, and ensure that they are addressed accordingly.

C. CMP and other management plan actions that would require or be aided by administrative rules remain unaddressed, or referenced in such a vague manner as to be rendered meaningless.

OHA appreciates the MIG’s findings that recognize decades of concern regarding the “past and present mismanagement of Maunakea,” and appreciates its proposed resolution’s “commitment to follow through with the recommendations made in the Management Plans to better manage the impacts of the astronomy facilities and operations upon the natural environment, cultural resources . . . and upon the broader community.” OHA also appreciates the acknowledgement in the MIG’s proposed resolution that “there remain unmet responsibilities and ongoing compliance issues that have delayed completion of certain recommendations and requirements under the Management Plans.” However, these acknowledgements and commitments would be severely undermined by
the adoption of the proposed administrative rules, insofar as the rules as drafted continue to fail to implement key actions under the referenced "Management Plans," and provide only vague, unenforceable, and almost meaningless references in the few instances that they do cite UH's own plans for managing Maunakea.

The attached testimonies and correspondences, including the most recent June 1, 2019 letter to UH President Lassner, provide a detailed description of specific comprehensive management plan (CMP) actions neglected in the draft rules, and highlights areas in the draft rules where references to the CMP are vague or confusing. OHA urges the BOR to review these previous documents and ensure their management plan concerns are addressed through additional and appropriately modified rule provisions. OHA also offers the following additional comments that highlight ways in which the rule's failure to fulfill management plan promises may further undermine the findings of the MIG, and the credibility of the BOR:

First, as previously mentioned, the MIG recognizes that "Native Hawaiian cultural practices need to be acknowledged in planning for the use of Maunakea," and recommends an express commitment to follow through on management plan recommendations and requirements. However, the draft rules appear to ignore OHA's prior correspondences regarding the need for administrative rule provisions to effectively implement a number of actions under the CMP, including the designation of land use zones based on natural and cultural resource inventories, the establishment of a systematic input process for stakeholders, and orientation requirements for all users of Maunakea, among others.

Second, on a related note, the MIG specifically recommends the development of a "suite of educational programs . . . including but not limited to Native Hawaiian culture, history, environmental and biological considerations," to be designed specifically for "tour guides and drivers, employees, contractors, recreational users, scientists and observatory workers and visitors, as required by the Management Plans" (emphases added). However, while the rules do include an orientation requirement that may or may not be eventually implemented, and which could be readily adopted to use such a "suite of educational programs," the rules explicitly state that their provisions -- including orientation requirements -- "do not apply" to "education and research activities and support functions carried out by: (1) The university; (2) Persons under an agreement with the university; or (3) Government entities under an agreement with the university." "Education and research activities" are not defined, nor is there any definition or limitation to what may constitute "an agreement with the university"; given the potential breadth of these terms, nearly all of the MIG's education programs' contemplated audience members would not be required to participate in such programs under the rules as drafted. While OHA appreciates that other mechanisms to ensure participation in meaningful educational or orientation programming for contractors, UH employees, and certain others exempted under the proposed rules, without some clear mandate under the rules, there is little reason to believe that such participation will in fact be required in a comprehensive,
consistent and enforceable manner; even if UH does truly intend to implement such mechanisms, there is still no reason why such a requirement should not be reflected in the rules. Accordingly, despite the MIG’s recommended commitment to implement CMP provisions that would otherwise call for an orientation process for all users of Maunakea, the proposed rules as drafted instead specifically exempt a broad and poorly defined range of individuals from its orientation and other provisions, including those whose “education and research activities” may have a particularly significant and potentially irreparable impact to natural and cultural sites and resources, as well as to the overall environmental and cultural integrity of Maunakea.

Third, the MIG most significantly proposes the development of a “reorganization and restructuring plan,” to include a presentation of “all advisory, operating and funding bodies involved in the management of Maunakea by April 2020.” However, the rules as presented bring into question whether any advisory bodies and processes recommended or required by the CMP will be adequately described or even presented in such a reorganization and restructuring plan. In fact, the rules fail to recognize any advisory bodies or processes, other than decidedly non-binding language stating that the UH President “may” consult with KKM and the Mauna Kea Management Board for unspecified matters, and language regarding consultation or prior approval from the department of land and natural resources, on limited matters such as aircraft use or the installation of an access control gate. Most notably, the rules continue to fail to establish “a systematic input process for stakeholders” (CMP Action EO-7), much less a “collaborative working group for management and resource protection” (CMP Action NR-13). Accordingly, the rules as drafted would deprive “advisory . . . bodies” of any meaningful authority or official role in the management of Maunakea, and the rules’ adoption would bring into question the credibility and substance of the MIG’s most significant recommendation.

The rules’ continued failure to incorporate numerous CMP and other management actions would indefinitely delay long awaited management promises; in addition, their adoption as currently drafted would also undermine the MIG’s own specific findings and recommendations pertaining to the management of Maunakea, and the need to better implement its “Management Plans.”

D. The most significant and impactful “commercial and public activities” and the only reliable source of revenues sufficient in magnitude to properly manage Maunakea – telescope subleases – remain unaddressed.

Finally, OHA appreciates the MIG’s apparent recognition, in its findings and proposed resolution, that telescope development has significantly impacted Maunakea. OHA also appreciates the MIG’s resolution’s recognition that telescope decommissioning may be one way to finally begin to remediate such impacts. OHA further appreciates the MIG’s understanding, reflected in its recommended request for state general funds, that funding is clearly necessary to provide for the appropriate management of Maunakea.
However, the MIG’s aforementioned recognitions and recommendations would be completely belied by the BOR’s adoption of the currently drafted rules, which, despite OHA’s repeated assertions since at least 2011, continue to fail to provide standards and processes to ensure that telescope subleases are subject to meaningful terms and conditions – including sublease rent schedules that can generate sufficient funding for the appropriate management of Maunakea. OHA urges the BOR to review the attached past testimonies and correspondences regarding this matter – which provide ample explanation and justifications for OHA’s concerns – and to finally ensure that the most controversial uses of Maunakea are addressed by the rules. To the extent that there are other policy mechanisms to ensure telescope subleases are subject to meaningful terms and conditions, the BOR has had ample time to adopt them and has not done so. Accordingly, to adopt the rules otherwise would, again, severely undermine any credibility that could be attached to the MIG’s findings and recommendations, as well as perpetuate if not exacerbate one of the greatest sources of conflict in the history of Maunakea’s mismanagement.

Mahalo nui for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
June 1, 2019

David Lassner
President, University of Hawai‘i
c/o UH System Government Relations Office
2442 Campus Road, Administrative Services Building 1, Room 101
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96822


Aloha e Mr. Lassner,

The Administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) offers the following COMMENTS regarding the proposed administrative rules for the University of Hawai‘i’s (UH’s) leased Maunakea lands. OHA urges the Board of Regents (BOR) and UH to amend these rules to address the longstanding concerns that we have repeatedly raised throughout the consultation and rulemaking process, with respect to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and the protection of resources and sites necessary for the continuation of such practices, as further described below.

A. The proposed rules lack the transparency and accountability necessary to ensure that Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices are not impacted by arbitrary decisionmaking

Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) § 304A-1903, the statutory authority for the instant draft rules, requires that the Board of Regents (BOR) “consult with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to ensure that these rules shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by ahupua‘a tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the State to regulate such rights.” However, as with their prior iterations, the latest draft of the proposed Mauna Kea administrative rules continue to fail to adequately address a number of issues repeatedly raised by OHA, which are critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, and the underlying resources, sites, and overall environment upon which they depend.

For example, the proposed rules continue to provide for a range of decisions that may significantly impact cultural practitioner access, natural resources, cultural sites, and
the overall environmental and cultural integrity of UH's Mauna Kea lands, without any assurance of public, agency, or practitioner review or input. As with previous drafts of these rules, the current draft would provide a single individual "designee" with the authority to make decisions concerning roadway access control; public access closures; commercial activity, research, and special use permits; and the assessment of fees, fines, and penalties, and among others. Such decisions may have significant and profound impacts, both directly and indirectly, on Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights: access closures may cut practitioners off from areas and sites underlying their traditional and customary practices; commercial tour, research, and special use permit approvals, particularly without adequate oversight, may result in the degradation or destruction of resources and sites and compromise the environmental and cultural integrity of areas underlying Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights; and even the assessment of fees and fines may not appropriately account for the range of management and mitigation activities necessary to ensure the adequate protection of such rights, resources, and sites.

Clearly, some level of public or practitioner input may be critical to ensuring that Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights are not affected in decisionmaking on these and other matters encompassed by the rules. However, unlike the BOR, the individual decisionmaking designee described in the draft rules would not be subject to sunshine laws requiring a minimum level of public notice and input in their decisionmaking. Moreover, nothing in these rules would otherwise ensure that a designated decisionmaker consult with Kahu Kū Mana (KKM) – UH’s own cultural advisory body – much less OHA or the knowledgeable practitioners and ‘ohana with lineal ties and ongoing, living practices associated with UH’s Mauna Kea lands.

Notably, the rules also lack clear processes for challenging the scope and basis of many of the decisions made by this individual designee, providing little protection for Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights from arbitrary decisionmaking even after-the-fact.

Accordingly, OHA again urges that these rules be amended to strike a more appropriate balance between efficient decisionmaking to address exigent management needs, and public transparency, practitioner input, and accountability in decisions that may otherwise significantly impact the ability of Native Hawaiians to exercise their traditional and customary rights. Although OHA has consistently raised this concern since 2011, including in meetings with Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM) staff, with the Mauna Kea Management Board (MKMB) Chair, and during the previous round of rulemaking public hearings, the instant draft of the subject administrative rules still fails to provide any

---

1 OHA appreciates that the rules do provide for some of these decisions to be made by the “board” or the “University,” which is “governed by the board”; however, the rules at the outset states that “the board delegates its authority to administer this chapter to the president, who may further delegate that authority to a designee.” Proposed HAR §§ 20-26-2, -8. Likewise, while certain decisions appear to be specifically assigned to the “president,” the “president” as defined in these rules means “the president of the university, or the president’s designee.” Proposed HAR § 20-26-2 (emphasis added).

2 One possible example of a balanced decisionmaking framework, which OHA provided in its 2011 letter and reiterated in 2018 consultation meetings between OHA and representatives from MKMB and OMKM, might be found in the conservation district rules, where some uses and activities may be unilaterally granted by the Chairperson, and other more intensive uses and activities must be approved by the Board of Land and Natural Resources, with additional attendant requirements such as a management plan.
assurance of transparency, input, or accountability for the broad range of decisionmaking authority that may be entrusted to a single individual “designee” of the UH President.

B. Consultation with Kahu Kū Mauna, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and/or cultural practitioners and lineal descendants, as appropriate, should be required for all actions and activities that may adversely impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices.

On a similar note, in addition to providing an appropriate level of accountability in transparency in decisionmaking, OHA again urges that the rules provide clear cultural consultation requirements for any decisionmaking that may infringe on Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, or impact culturally significant resources and sites. As noted above, the administrative rules continue to lack any clear cultural consultation process, as otherwise described in the 2009 Mauna Kea Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP), to ensure that decisionmaking does not impact Native Hawaiian rights or their underlying resources. In fact, the rules provide no clear or enforceable assurance that any consultation whatsoever will occur with KKM, OHA, or any other entity or individual with Native Hawaiian cultural expertise or connection with Maunakea. While the draft rules suggest that the “president’s designee may seek the advice of the Maunakea management board and the Kahu Kū Mauna pursuant to the comprehensive management plan and consistent with the timelines and procedures of this chapter,” this sole consultation provision is permissive, unenforceable, and extremely vague as to when and what actions it is envisioned to apply. Other than descriptive language in the definitions section, the draft rules provide no other mention or role for KKM or the MKMB whatsoever in the management or administration of Maunakea. Given the broad range of decisions and activities contemplated by these draft rules that may impact cultural resources and practices on Maunakea, OHA again urges, as it has on numerous prior occasions, that these rules provide a much clearer, enforceable, and broader role in decisionmaking for KKM, MKMB, and cultural practitioners and groups with ties to Maunakea. At minimum, this should include mandatory consultation for all decisions and actions that may adversely impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights and practices including their underlying resources and sites.

C. CMP actions relevant to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and requiring rulemaking should be included and implemented in the draft rules.

OHA again urges UH and the BOR to ensure that these rules reflect the management actions envisioned in the CMP that may be critical to protecting Native Hawaiian rights and cultural resources, particularly where actions would appear to require rulemaking to be properly implemented. As OHA previously testified, CMP actions such as FLU-2 (designating land use zones to restrict future land uses in the Astronomy Precinct, based on cultural and natural resource inventories); CR-7 (cultural education requirements for construction staff, UH staff, and researchers); ACT-2 (parking and visitor traffic plan); and CR-6 (guidelines for the visitation and use of ancient shrines), among others, would all appear to require rulemaking to be enforceable and fully implemented. Some of these actions, such as CR-6, have also been explicitly recognized by OMKM itself as requiring rulemaking. Other actions, meanwhile, including EO-7 (developing a systematic input process for stakeholders) and NR-13 (establishing a collaborative
working group for management and resource protection), among others, could also be better implemented and institutionalized via rulemaking. However, these and other CMP action items that would otherwise serve to protect cultural practices, resource, and sites, do not appear to be reflected in the administrative rules. Instead, the rules appear largely focused on implementing those CMP provisions directly related to the facilitation of observatory activity.

Notably, past assertions by OMKM that certain regulatory action items would be substantively implemented via "policies" adopted by OMKM or the BOR have been shown to be meaningless at best, and disingenuous at worst. Of particular note is the highly problematic adoption of CR-5 (the adoption of guidelines for the placement of cultural offerings), CR-7 (the appropriateness of new cultural features), and CR-9 (the appropriateness of new cultural features); although the CMP explicitly requires that these actions be implemented in consultation with OHA, 'ohana with lineal ties, and cultural practitioners, they were instead recommended for approval by OMKM and adopted without any meaningful consultation with OHA or a known family of cultural practitioners that specifically requested consultation. In the year that has passed since the adoption "policies" for these action items, despite continuing concerns voiced by OHA and practitioners who were not consulted, these action items and their policies have still not been revisited by OMKM, MKMB, or the BOR, and the draft rules as written provide no process to otherwise to incorporate the input of OHA, 'ohana, or cultural practitioners in their implementation. As these particular actions demonstrate, leaving the implementation of certain CMP actions to the adoption of future "policies" rather than through clear or enforceable rule provisions provides little to no assurance that they will be implemented properly and consistent with the CMP's own requirements, if they are ever adopted at all.

Finally, OHA notes that even if referenced or generally contemplated in the current rules draft, specific policies and plans adopted outside of the formal rulemaking process may also not be enforceable, as illustrated in numerous court decisions relating to HRS Chapter 91.

D. CMP references are ambiguous in scope and applicability, rendering potential impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices difficult if not impossible to evaluate and mitigate

OHA notes that in each instance where the draft rules do attempt to incorporate the CMP's provisions, specifically by summary reference to the CMP, it is not clear as to exactly which of the CMP's specific processes and requirements are intended to apply, who they would apply to, and how they are to be implemented. Such vagueness and inconsistency is particularly concerning in their potential impacts to the exercise of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices as well as the resources and sites necessary to their continued existence.

---

1 OHA did attend a May 2016 outreach meeting regarding these actions along with numerous other stakeholders, where the overwhelming sentiment was to conduct further public outreach; however, the only subsequent outreach events were a series of general notices stating that "OMKM would like to invite you to talk story about Maunakea," with no indication of what, specifically, OMKM was inviting the public to "talk story" about. OHA does not consider this to represent meaningful and directed consultation with OHA, cultural practitioners, or lineal descendants, much less members of the general public.
For example, the rules appear to establish public access hours as “set forth in the comprehensive management plan”;4 meanwhile, the CMP and its Public Access Plan (PAP) — itself intended to be reviewed and updated every five years5 — in turn only describes hours of operation for the Visitor Information Station and Hale Pōhaku, and for “public recreational activities” (emphasis added) within the science reserve (to be from ½ hour before sunrise to ½ hour after sunset).6 It is unclear whether these hours are therefore intended to be the same public access hours as those described in the rules, whether the CMP’s hours for “public recreational activities” are intended to or may inadvertently apply to cultural practitioners seeking access outside of those hours, or whether changes to the PAP — which are not subject to rulemaking processes or requirements -- are also intended to be incorporated in the rules.

Similarly, the draft rules require that “all persons accessing the UH management areas” (emphasis added) be required to complete an orientation regarding natural and cultural resources, safety matters, and other information “as set forth in the comprehensive management plan.” Given the broad range of educational and training components in the CMP and its sub-plans, the contents and target audience of this orientation provision, how any orientation would be implemented, and — most importantly — its sufficiency in minimizing the potential for impacts to natural and cultural resources and practices, are ambiguous at best. Reflecting the importance of user education to the overall management of Maunakea, the CMP and its sub-plans describe separately and in various places mandatory and aspirational orientation and trainings regarding natural and cultural resources and sites, the historical and cultural significance of Maunakea, and/or safety issues; these include a mandatory orientation with periodic updates and certificates of completion for visitors, employees, observatory staff, contractors, and commercial and recreational users who visit and work at Maunakea;7 specialized training for field-personnel, staff and volunteers;8 a training program for “all persons involved with construction activities,” including staff monitoring construction activities;9 and even training for commercial tour drivers;10 among others. However, it is not clear whether all or part of these orientation processes and requirements are intended to be included as part of this rule provision. It is also not clear as to how or if these requirements are intended to be enforced; how orientation materials would be developed, delivered, and revised; and to whom any orientation requirement would apply.

To this latter point, while the CMP clearly contemplates orientation and training not just for visitors, but also UH employees, observatory staff, contractors, support staff, and commercial operators, the draft rule chapter explicitly exempts from its provisions UH, persons under “an agreement” with UH, and government entities with an agreement with UH, who carry out

---

4 Proposed HAR §§ 20-26-38(c).
5 See MAUNA KEA PAP 7-1 (2010).
6 See MAUNA KEA PAP 2-13 (2010); MAUNA KEA COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PLAN (MAUNA KEA CMP) 7-32 – 33, 7-66 (2009).
7 See MAUNA KEA CMP 6-8, 7-23; MAUNA KEA NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN (MAUNA KEA NRMP) VI, 4.4-6 (2009). MAUNA KEA PUBLIC ACCESS PLAN (MAUNA KEA PAP) 4.1, 4.2, 6.1, 6.5-6.7 (2010).
8 See MAUNA KEA CMP 7-23, 7-61; CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN (CRMP) 5-2 (2009).
9 See MAUNA KEA CMP 7-6.
10 See MAUNA KEA NRMP 4.4-6 (2009).
"research activities and support functions." Accordingly, it appears that observatory researchers and staff, scientists, maintenance workers, and even construction workers and contractors may not be subject to any access and orientation requirements under the rules.

Accordingly, OHA strongly urges a much closer review of the CMP and its subplans as may be referenced in these rules, to reduce ambiguities and minimize any impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and their underlying resources and sites, as envisioned in the CMP.

E. Reliable and transparent resource-generating mechanisms, including observatory sublease provisions, are necessary to minimize impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights resulting from permitted, unregulated, and otherwise allowed activities.

Finally, and most critically, OHA yet again reiterates its long-standing assertion that any administrative rules for Maunakea provide clear assurances that future observatory subleases will generate sufficient and reliable revenue and other support for the appropriate management of Maunakea, including through the full implementation of the CMP.

OHA notes that a number of activities which may be permitted, unregulated, or otherwise allowed under these rules have the potential to significantly undermine Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and beliefs associated with Maunakea, thereby impacting Native Hawaiians’ ability to exercise their traditional and customary rights. For example, access to and the availability of specific resources and sites may be hampered or foreclosed by commercial tours, research activities (including observatory development and operation), public use, and even the actions of untrained government staff and contractors. In addition, “Culture and nature are from an anthropological perspective intertwined and from a Native Hawaiian point of view inseparable . . . one cannot even begin to try and understand the meaning and significance of the cultural resources . . . without considering the relationship between people and the high altitude environment”; therefore, the impacts of permitted and allowed activities on Maunakea’s environmental integrity as a whole, may fundamentally burden or preclude the meaningful exercise of Native Hawaiian rights in an otherwise sacred region.

In light of this understanding, OHA does believe that full implementation of the CMP, including its various subplans, may mitigate the potential for impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights and the practices, resources, and sites they encompass. However, absent stronger capacity-building assurances in the rules, there is no identifiable source of funds or other resources necessary for the CMP to be fully and consistently implemented. OHA acknowledges that the proposed rules do authorize fees for permits, parking, and entrance; however, even the most lucrative commercial tour permits have historically generated only half a million dollars a year on average, just a fraction of UH’s costs of

---

11 Proposed HAR § 20-26-3.
12 CULTURAL RESOURCES SUB-PLAN at 2-1.
Numerous CMP action items yet to be implemented—including greater enforcement coverage, the development and implementation of educational and cultural training curricula, the development and implementation of a parking and visitor traffic plan, the scoping of additional facilities such as restrooms and a vehicle wash station, the ongoing collection and maintenance of cultural information and practices, and many others—will likely require a much higher level of resources than in previous years. Again, without mechanisms to ensure a sufficient level of resource generation to meaningfully implement the CMP, permitted and other activities will have a high likelihood of harming Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights.

In this regard, OHA notes that the one activity with consistently sufficient budgetary resources, which has and will likely continue to reap the most direct and unique benefits of Maunakea’s lands, and which has also served as the primary source of long-standing protests by Native Hawaiian cultural practitioners and environmental groups alike, is observatory development and operation on Maunakea’s summit. OHA therefore strongly urges that the administrative rules incorporate express regulatory guidance relating to the subleasing of Maunakea lands, which can formally ensure that observatory activities provide fair compensation sufficient to implement the CMP, and mitigate future impacts to Native Hawaiian rights that would otherwise result from the proposed rules.

OHA agrees with many that the scientific study of celestial phenomena has incredible academic and, perhaps more importantly, philosophical value, with the potential to unify humanity across national, religious, ethnic, and political barriers in the common pursuit of understanding our universe, and our very existence as a human race. As in many other cultures, Native Hawaiian traditions also involved the extensive study of the night sky, using stars, planets, and the moon to predict weather conditions, guide harvesting and farming practices, foretell events, and navigate across vast expanses of ocean. Accordingly, OHA has never opposed astronomical endeavors in and of themselves. However, the unifying, cross-cultural value of astronomy may be severely undermined, and its philosophical call for unity and appreciation for our mutual humanity significantly subverted, if it advances only at the direct and unaddressed expense of those who maintain sincere and reasonable concerns relating to environmental resources and spiritual spaces considered to be both culturally sacred, and marred by historical injustices.

Accordingly, formally requiring extremely well-funded astronomical endeavors on Maunakea to address their past, present, and potential future cultural and environmental impacts, in acknowledgement of the cultural displacement and unresolved historical injustices underlying Maunakea’s ownership and control, would both mitigate concerns relating to Native Hawaiian rights, as well as reinforce the philosophical and humanitarian foundation of astronomy on Maunakea.

In light of the above, OHA strongly recommends that these administrative rules include specific provisions to ensure that any and all future observatory subleases, as public and/or commercial land uses, provide an appropriate, consistent, and sufficient level of financial and other support for the stewardship of Maunakea and its natural and cultural resources. Insofar as such sublease provisions may prove critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights in Maunakea, OHA stands ready to provide the consultation required under the Board of Regent’s statutory rulemaking authority.

Mahalo nui for the opportunity to comment on this matter. For any questions or concerns, please contact Jocelyn Doane, Public Policy Manager, at 594-1908 or via e-mail at jocelynd@oha.org.

‘O wau iho nō me ka ʻoia ʻiʻo,

Kamanaʻopono M. Crabbe, Ph.D.
Ka Pouhana, Chief Executive Office

KC:wt

CC: Robert Lindsey, Ke Kua ‘O Hawai‘i, OHA Trustee
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APPROVAL OF ADMINISTRATION’S RECOMMENDATION, BASED ON TESTIMONY RECEIVED DURING THE PUBLIC HEARINGS PROCESS, TO DRAFT REVISIONS TO SPECIFIC PROVISIONS IN THE PROPOSED CHAPTER 20-26, HAWAII ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, ENTITLED “PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES ON MAUNA KEA LANDS”, AND TO RETURN TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS FOR APPROVAL OF THE NEW DRAFT PRIOR TO A SECOND ROUND OF PUBLIC HEARINGS.

October 18, 2018 9:30 a.m. Conference Room 105A/B

The Administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) offers the following COMMENTS regarding the University of Hawai‘i (UH) Administration’s recommendation to draft revisions to the proposed administrative rules for UH’s leased Maunakea lands, to be presented to the Board of Regents (BOR) for approval prior to a second round of public hearings.

At this time, any proposed rule revisions are publicly unknown; however, OHA appreciates that authorizing revisions generally may provide an opportunity for the rules to address OHA’s longstanding concerns regarding the management of Maunakea and the protection of traditional and customary practices and their underlying natural and cultural resources and sites. OHA appeals to the BOR to refrain from approving any additional public hearings until OHA’s concerns have been meaningfully addressed, as envisioned under HRS §304A-1903. Otherwise authorizing an additional round of public hearings would be a costly and inefficient use of public resources, insofar as another round of public hearings may then be necessary to address OHA’s concerns, or may result in rules that continue to fail to adequately protect the natural and cultural resources, cultural sites, and cultural practices associated with one of Hawai‘i’s most culturally sacred places. Accordingly, OHA encourages the BOR to formally direct the UH Administration to reconcile OHA’s longstanding and reiterated concerns, and any other concerns raised in public testimony.

Attached to this testimony are OHA’s previous testimony from the Board of Regents meeting on June 7, 2018, and OHA’s public hearing testimony to UH President David Lassner dated September 11, 2018. Both submittals urge revising the draft rules to more comprehensively and sustainably manage and mitigate the impacts of public and commercial activities on Maunakea, in order to adequately mitigate or prevent adverse impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, including impacts to the resources and sites they rely upon.

Mahalo for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
September 11, 2018

David Lassner  
President, University of Hawaiʻi  
c/o UH System Government Relations Office  
2442 Campus Road, Administrative Services Building 1, Room 101  
Honolulu, Hawaiʻi 96822  


Aloha e Mr. Lassner,

The Administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) offers the following COMMENTS regarding the proposed administrative rules for the University of Hawai‘i’s (UH’s) leased Maunakea lands. While OHA appreciates that the longstanding lack of administrative rules has substantially hindered much-needed management of public and commercial activities on Maunakea, OHA believes that the current proposed rules fall short of meaningfully ensuring the appropriate stewardship of Maunakea, including through the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights. Accordingly, OHA urges the inclusion of additional provisions to more comprehensively and sustainably manage and mitigate the impacts of public and commercial activities on Maunakea.

1. The sacred nature and longstanding concerns over the stewardship of Maunakea strongly counsel rules that can comprehensively and sustainably fulfill its unique and diverse management needs.

As OHA and numerous others have previously testified, Maunakea is amongst Hawai‘i’s most sacred places. Many Native Hawaiians believe that Maunakea connects them to the very beginning of the Hawaiian people, and Native Hawaiians have used its summit for cultural, spiritual, and religious purposes since time immemorial. Over the past several decades, OHA’s beneficiaries have voiced growing concerns over the development, use, and management of Maunakea’s summit and surrounding lands, concerns which have been validated and reaffirmed by numerous state audits and other third-party reports. OHA believes it is for these reasons that the UH’s Board of Regents is specifically required to consult with OHA, to ensure that any administrative rules “shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by . . . descendants of native
Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778. It is also for these reasons that OHA believes it is critically important for the proposed administrative rules, which have been pending since 2009, to comprehensively cover and ensure the ongoing fulfillment of Maunakea’s unique and diverse management needs.

2. OHA’s longstanding concerns should be addressed in the administrative rules.

OHA appreciates the outreach meetings that took place earlier this year with Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM) staff and the Mauna Kea Management Board (MKMB) Chair, and the long-awaited opportunity for dialogue that these meetings provided. OHA understands that these meetings were undertaken in part to satisfy the requirement that the Board “consult with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to ensure that [the Maunakea administrative rules] shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by ahupua'a tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the State to regulate such rights.” Unfortunately, despite explicit concerns expressed by OHA during these meetings as well as in OHA’s original correspondence from 2011, the current administrative rules continue to inadequately address a number of issues critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, and the underlying resources, sites, and overall environment upon which they depend.

A. Decisions that may impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights and underlying resources and sites should be made in a transparent and accountable manner.

OHA continues to have significant concerns, originally expressed in 2011, regarding the lack of transparency and accountability mechanisms for potentially far-reaching decisionmaking that may impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, including the environment and resources upon which these rights rely. As OHA has previously and consistently stated, public meetings are often the only opportunity for Native Hawaiians to identify and assert their constitutionally-protected traditional and customary rights during government decisionmaking. However, as with previous drafts of these rules, the current draft would allow a single individual “designee” – who would not be subject to the public meeting requirements under the state sunshine law – the authority to make decisions concerning: fees for access, permits, parking, entrance, etc.; the issuance or denial of written permits for group activities, public assemblies, research activities, hiking on cinder cones, and commercial activities, among other permits; the closure of or limitation of access to all or portions of the Maunakea lands; and various other administrative actions. Notably, such an individual

1 HRS § 304A-1903.
2 OHA appreciates that the rules do provide for some of these decisions to be made by the “board” or the “University,” which is “governed by the board”; however, the rules at the outset states that “the board delegates its authority to administer this chapter to the president, who may further delegate that authority to a designee.” Proposed HAR §§ 20-26-2, -8. Likewise, while certain decisions appear to be specifically assigned to the “president,” the “president” as defined in these rules means “the president of the university, or the president’s designee.” Proposed HAR § 20-26-2 (emphasis added).
“designee” also may not be as accountable to the public in the same manner as Governor-appointed and Senate-confirmed board or commission members, and the rules lack clear processes for challenging the scope and basis of many of the decisions made by this individual “designee.”

OHA does acknowledge that not all decisions may require the same level of public transparency or scrutiny; OHA further acknowledges the potential need for expedited decisionmaking in order to address bona fide public safety or resource protection issues, such as inclement weather or the discovery of a sensitive cultural site in a high-traffic public area. However, OHA believes that there may be ways to balance the need for expeditious decisionmaking under exigent circumstances, and the need for public transparency and accountability in decisions that can significantly impact the ability of Native Hawaiians to exercise their traditional and customary rights. Although OHA has consistently raised this concern since 2011, including in meetings with OMKM staff and the MKMB Chair earlier this year, the rules still fail to identify when more intense uses and activities should be made openly and transparently, with an opportunity for public scrutiny and input.

B. Consultation with Kahu Kū Mauna, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and/or cultural practitioners and lineal descendants, as appropriate, should be required for all actions and activities that may adversely impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices.

On a similar note, OHA strongly urges that these administrative rules provide much clearer cultural consultation requirements, consistent with the 2009 Mauna Kea Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP), to ensure that decisionmaking does not unduly infringe on Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, or impact culturally significant resources and sites. OHA does take note of the draft rules’ suggestion that the “president’s designee may seek the advice of the Maunakea management board and the Kahu Kū Mauna pursuant to the comprehensive management plan and consistent with the timelines and procedures of this chapter,” and that OMKM may, “after consulting with Kahu Kū Mauna,” restore sites impacted by “customary and traditional rights” activities. However, despite Kahu Kū Mauna (KKM’s) explicit role as a Native Hawaiian cultural advisory body for the MKMB, OMKM, and the UH Chancellor, neither of these permissive regulatory references would require any actual consultation with KKM. Moreover, the draft rules provide no other mention or role for KKM, other than to advise that cultural practitioners consult with them. Given the broad range of decisions and activities contemplated by these draft rules that may impact cultural resources and practices on Maunakea – including area closures, the designation of snow play areas, the issuance of group and commercial permits, etc. – OHA
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3 One possible example, which OHA provided in its 2011 letter and reiterated in 2018 consultation meetings, might be found in the conservation district rules, where some uses and activities may be unilaterally granted by the Chairperson, and other more intensive uses and activities must be approved by the Board of Land and Natural Resources, with additional attendant requirements such as a management plan.

4 Proposed HAR § 20-26-3(e) (emphasis added); -21(b)
strongly believes that these rules should provide a much clearer, mandatory, and broader advisory role for the official Native Hawaiian advisory council for the management of Maunakea.

OHA further notes that the CMP and its underlying cultural resource protection plan contain numerous “actions” and other provisions requiring OMKM and KKM to “work with families with lineal and historical connections to Maunakea, kūpuna, cultural practitioners, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and other Native Hawaiian groups . . . toward the development of appropriate procedures and protocols regarding cultural issues.” However, again, the lack of consultation requirements on a number of decisions relevant to cultural practices and protocols for Maunakea provide little assurance that any such consultation.

C. CMP actions requiring rulemaking should be included and implemented in the draft rules.

OHA further urges UH to ensure that these rules reflect the management actions envisioned in the CMP, that may be critical to protecting Native Hawaiian rights and cultural resources, and that would appear to require rulemaking to be properly implemented. For example, FLU-2 (designating land use zones to restrict future land uses in the Astronomy Precinct, based on cultural and natural resource inventories); CR-7 (cultural education requirements for construction staff, UH staff, and researchers); ACT-2 (parking and visitor traffic plan); and CR-6 (guidelines for the visitation and use of ancient shrines), among others, would all appear to require rulemaking to be enforceable and fully implemented. Other actions, such as EO-7 (developing a systematic input process for stakeholders) and NR-13 (establishing a collaborative working group for management and resource protection), among others, could also be implemented and institutionalized via rulemaking. However, these and other CMP action items that, if implemented, would serve to protect cultural practices, resource, and sites, do not appear to be reflected in the administrative rules.

OHA appreciates OMKM’s assertion that some of these action items may be implemented via “policies” adopted by OMKM or the Board of Regents; however, there is no guarantee that such policies will in fact be established, much less in an appropriate and accountable way. For example, a number of these actions have been pending for years, well beyond their anticipated timeline of completion; the need for rulemaking itself was specifically cited as the reason for the delay in implementing certain actions (such as CR-6, “Develop and adopt guidelines for the visitation and use of ancient shrines”). The decade-long failure to adopt “policies” to implement these outstanding actions, which would appear to otherwise require rulemaking, raises significant doubt as to whether such policies will actually be adopted in a timely manner outside of the rulemaking context. In another example, despite the CMP’s aforementioned requirement that OHA, ‘ohana with lineal ties, and cultural practitioners be specifically consulted on specific actions including CR-5 (the adoption of guidelines for the placement of cultural offerings), CR-7 (the appropriateness of new cultural features), and CR-9 (the appropriateness of new cultural features), policies to “implement” these actions were recently recommended for approval by OMKM, without any meaningful consultation with OHA or a known family of cultural practitioners that specifically
requested consultation. Such a recommendation brings into question whether future “policies” that are in fact adopted to implement the CMP, will be done so in an appropriate way consistent with the CMP’s own requirements.

OHA notes that even if referenced or generally contemplated in the current rules draft, specific policies and plans adopted outside of the formal rulemaking process may also not be enforceable, as illustrated in numerous court decisions relating to HRS Chapter 91.

D. Reliable and transparent resource-generating mechanisms, including observatory sublease provisions, are necessary to minimize impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights resulting from permitted, unregulated, and otherwise allowed activities.

Finally, and most critically, OHA reiterates its long-standing assertion that any administrative rules for Maunakea provide clear assurances that future observatory subleases will generate sufficient and reliable revenue and other support for the appropriate management of Maunakea, including through the full implementation of the CMP.

OHA notes that a number of activities which may be permitted, unregulated, or otherwise allowed under these rules have the potential to significantly undermine Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and beliefs associated with Maunakea, thereby impacting Native Hawaiians’ ability to exercise their traditional and customary rights. For example, access to and the availability of specific resources and sites may be hampered or foreclosed by commercial tours, research activities (including observatory development and operation), public use, and even the actions of untrained government staff and contractors. In addition, “Culture and nature are from an anthropological perspective intertwined and from a Native Hawaiian point of view inseparable . . . one cannot even begin to try and understand the meaning and significance of the cultural resources . . . without considering the relationship between people and the high altitude environment”; therefore, the impacts of permitted and allowed activities on Maunakea’s environmental integrity as a whole, may fundamentally burden or preclude the meaningful exercise of Native Hawaiian cultural practices in an otherwise sacred region.

In light of this understanding, OHA does believe that full implementation of the CMP, including its various subplans, may mitigate the potential for impacts to Native Hawaiian rights. However, absent stronger capacity-building assurances in the rules, there is no identifiable source of funds or other resources necessary for the CMP to be fully and

3 OHA did attend a May 2016 outreach meeting regarding these actions along with numerous other stakeholders, where the overwhelming sentiment was to conduct further public outreach; however, the only subsequent outreach events were a series of general notices stating that “OMKM would like to invite you to talk story about Maunakea,” with no indication of what, specifically, OMKM was inviting the public to “talk story” about. OHA does not consider this to represent meaningful and directed consultation with OHA, cultural practitioners, or lineal descendants, much less members of the general public.

4 CULTURAL RESOURCES SUB-PLAN at 2-1.
consistently implemented. OHA notes that the proposed rules do authorize fees for permits, parking, and entrance; however, even the most lucrative commercial tour permits have historically generated only half a million dollars a year on average, just a fraction of UH's current costs of administering Maunakea. Numerous CMP action items yet to be implemented – including greater enforcement coverage, the development and implementation of educational and cultural training curricula, the development and implementation of a parking and visitor traffic plan, the scoping of additional facilities such as restrooms and a vehicle wash station, the ongoing collection and maintenance of cultural information and practices, and many others – will likely require a much higher level of resources than in previous years. Again, without mechanisms to ensure a sufficient level of resource generation to meaningfully implement the CMP, permitted and other activities will have a high likelihood of harming Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights.

In this regard, OHA notes that the one activity with consistently sufficient budgetary resources, which has and will likely continue to reap the most direct and unique benefits of Maunakea's lands, and which has also served as the primary source of long-standing protests by Native Hawaiian cultural practitioners and environmental groups alike, is observatory development and operation on Maunakea's summit. OHA therefore strongly urges that the administrative rules incorporate express regulatory guidance relating to the subleasing of Maunakea lands, which can formally ensure that observatory activities provide fair compensation sufficient to implement the CMP, and mitigate future impacts to Native Hawaiian rights that would otherwise result from the proposed rules.

OHA does understand that the scientific study of celestial phenomena has incredible academic and, perhaps more importantly, philosophical value, with the potential to unify humanity across national, religious, ethnic, and political barriers in the common pursuit of understanding our universe, and our very existence as a human race. As in many other cultures, Native Hawaiian traditions also involved the extensive study of the night sky, using stars, planets, and the moon to predict weather conditions, guide harvesting and farming practices, foretell events, and navigate across vast expanses of ocean. Accordingly, OHA has never opposed astronomical endeavors in and of themselves. However, the unifying, cross-cultural value of astronomy may be severely undermined, and its philosophical call for unity and mutual compassion for our shared humanity significantly subverted, if it advances only at the direct and unaddressed expense of a particular cultural group, who maintain sincere and reasonable concerns relating to environmental resources and spiritual spaces considered to be both culturally sacred, and marred by historically unjust acquisition.

Accordingly, ensuring that extremely well-funded astronomical endeavors on Maunakea help to address their cultural and environmental impacts would not only mitigate concerns relating to Native Hawaiian rights, but also reinforce the philosophical and humanitarian foundation of astronomy on Maunakea. Unfortunately, as illustrated by the

---

Protect Mauna Kea Movement, decades-long neglect of environmental and cultural concerns in favor of observatory development have eroded away many Native Hawaiians' ability to trust in less formal assurances. Therefore, clear regulatory mechanisms to this effect should provide as much public transparency and accountability as feasible.

In light of the above, OHA strongly recommends that these administrative rules include specific provisions to ensure that any and all future observatory subleases, as public and/or commercial land uses, provide an appropriate, consistent, and sufficient level of financial and other support for the stewardship of Maunakea and its natural and cultural resources. Insofar as such sublease provisions may prove critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights in Maunakea, OHA stands ready to provide the consultation required under the Board of Regent’s statutory rulemaking authority.

Mahalo nui for the opportunity to comment on this matter. For any questions or concerns, please contact Jocelyn Doane, Public Policy Manager, at 594-1908 or via e-mail at jccelynd@oha.org.

'O wau iho nō me ka 'oia 'i'o,

Kamana'opono M. Crabbe, Ph.D.
Ka Pouhana, Chief Executive Office

KC:wt

CC: Robert Lindsey, Ke Kua 'O Hawai'i, OHA Trustee
The administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) offers the following COMMENTS regarding the proposed administrative rules for the University of Hawai‘i’s (UH’s) leased Maunakea lands. While OHA appreciates that the longstanding lack of administrative rules has substantially hindered much-needed management of public and commercial activities on Maunakea, OHA believes that the current rules draft falls short of meaningfully ensuring the appropriate stewardship of Maunakea, including through the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights. Accordingly, OHA urges the Board of Regents (Board) to provide further opportunities for input and to incorporate or otherwise address OHA’s concerns, prior to initiating the formal rulemaking process.

OHA is the constitutionally-established body responsible for protecting and promoting the rights of Native Hawaiians.1 OHA has substantive obligations to protect the cultural and natural resources of Hawai‘i for the agency’s beneficiaries.2 Accordingly, OHA is required to serve as the principal public agency in the State of Hawai‘i responsible for the performance, development, and coordination of programs and activities relating to native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; assess the policies and practices of other agencies impacting native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; and conduct advocacy efforts for native Hawaiians and Hawaiians.3 These responsibilities with relation to activities at Maunakea are particularly significant: Maunakea is amongst Hawai‘i’s most sacred places and many Native Hawaiians believe Maunakea connects them to the very beginning of the Hawaiian people; since time immemorial, Native Hawaiians have used the summit for cultural, spiritual, and religious purposes. OHA believes it is for these reasons that the Board is specifically required to consult with OHA, to ensure that any administrative rules “shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural,

---

1 Haw. Const. Art. XII, § 5
3 HRS § 10-3 (2009).
and religious purposes and possessed by . . . descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778."

It is with these kuleana in mind that OHA offers the following comments.

1. The decision to commence the formal rulemaking process for Maunakea should take place on Hawai‘i Island.

As a preliminary matter, OHA strongly urges the Board to defer the action before it today and to render its decision on Maunakea rules on Hawai‘i Island, to provide the island’s residents and cultural practitioners – including individual members of Kahu Kū Mauna (KKM) as well as the Mauna Kea Management Board (MMB) – a more meaningful opportunity to weigh in on the sufficiency of any draft rules. Such individuals may have the most detailed, intimate, and up-to-date knowledge of the environmental, cultural, historical, and geological characteristics and needs of Maunakea, particularly with regards to commercial and public activities as well as the relevant provisions of the comprehensive management plan (CMP); accordingly, their review and insight may be critical to maximizing the management opportunities provided by administrative rules. OHA notes that the last public outreach regarding these rules occurred on Hawai‘i Island three years ago, and that while the Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM) reports that “over 89 comments and surveys were received,” there is no description or summary of what these comments were, or what amendments, if any, were made to address them. Moreover, OHA understands that the last opportunity for public review of any draft rules occurred when the MKMB met over a year ago to approve the draft, when substantial conflict between Hawai‘i Island cultural practitioners, OMKM, and others may have inhibited constructive and meaningful participation and dialogue over these rules. As discussed further below, OHA continues to maintain concerns regarding long-awaited management opportunities missing or largely unaddressed in the current draft rules, and believes that Hawai‘i Island stakeholders may also maintain similar, additional concerns on the rules’ sufficiency.

While OHA does appreciate that the formal rulemaking process will require at least one public hearing to occur on Hawai‘i Island, OHA notes that the procedural requirements of the formal rulemaking process may preclude any substantial changes to incorporate potentially critical public hearing testimony, without further and potentially costly rulemaking delays. Meanwhile, although supplemental rule amendments or changes may also be made in the future during the formal rulemaking process, the seven years it has taken to develop the current draft rules thus far suggest that such a piecemeal approach make result in additional years of delays for such adjustments, if they are made at all. Accordingly, the failure to ensure that the administrative rules for Maunakea are fully developed to comprehensively cover its unique and diverse management needs prior to the formal rulemaking process may significantly inhibit the effective stewardship of the mountain for an indefinite length of time.

---

4 HRS § 304A-1903.
Therefore, OHA urges the Board to render its public hearing decision on Hawai‘i Island itself, such that it can gather the input necessary to fully evaluate whether any administrative rules are sufficiently developed to begin the formal rulemaking process.

2. OHA’s key concerns continue to be neglected in the current rules draft.

OHA appreciates the most recent outreach meetings with OMKM staff and the MKMB Chair, and the long-awaited opportunity for dialogue that these meetings provided. OHA understands that these meetings were undertaken in part to satisfy the requirement that the Board “consult with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to ensure that [the Maunakea administrative rules] shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by ahupua'a tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the State to regulate such rights.” Unfortunately, despite explicit concerns expressed by OHA during these meetings as well as in OHA’s original correspondence from 2011, the current administrative rules draft continues to inadequately address a number of issues critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, and the underlying resources, sites, and overall environment upon which they depend.

A. Decisions that may impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights and underlying resources and sites should be made in a transparent and accountable manner.

OHA continues to have significant concerns, originally expressed in 2011, regarding the lack of transparency and accountability mechanisms for potentially far-reaching decisionmaking that may impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, including the environment and resources upon which these rights rely. As OHA has previously stated, public meetings are often the only opportunity for Native Hawaiians to identify and assert their constitutionally-protected traditional and customary rights during government decisionmaking. However, as with previous drafts of these rules, the current draft would allow a single individual “designee” — who would not be subject to the public meeting requirements under the state sunshine law — the authority to make decisions concerning: fees for access, permits, parking, entrance, etc.; the issuance or denial of written permits for group activities, public assemblies, research activities, hiking on cinder cones, and commercial activities, among other permits; the closure of or limitation of access to all or portions of the Maunakea lands; and various other administrative actions.5 Notably, such an individual “designee” also may not be as accountable to the public in the same manner as Governor-appointed and Senate-

5 OHA appreciates that the rules do provide for some of these decisions to be made by the “board” or the “University,” which is “governed by the board”; however, the rules at the outset states that “the board delegates its authority to administer this chapter to the president, who may further delegate that authority to a designee.” Proposed HAR §§ 20-26-2, -8. Likewise, while certain decisions appear to be specifically assigned to the “president,” the “president” as defined in these rules means “the president of the university, or the president’s designee.” Proposed HAR § 20-26-2 (emphasis added).
confirmed board or commission members, and the rules lack clear processes for challenging the scope and basis of many of this individual’s decisions.

OHA does acknowledge that not all decisions may require the same level of transparency or scrutiny; OHA further acknowledges the potential need for expedited decisionmaking in order to address bona fide public safety or resource protection issues, such as inclement weather or the discovery of a sensitive cultural site in a high-traffic public area. However, OHA believes that there may be ways to balance the need for expeditious decisionmaking under exigent circumstances, and the need for public transparency and accountability in decisions that may significantly impact the ability of Native Hawaiians to exercise their traditional and customary rights. Although OHA has consistently raised this concern since 2011, including and when we met with OMKM staff and the MKMB Chair earlier this year, no specific amendments to the rules were made to identify when more intense uses and activities should be made openly and transparently, with an opportunity for public scrutiny. Accordingly, OHA urges the Board to recommend further opportunity for dialogue between OMKM, KKM, OHA, cultural practitioners, and other stakeholders, as appropriate, to ensure that these rules draft provide for an appropriate level of transparency and accountability in the stewardship of Maunakea.

B. Consultation with Kahu Kū Mauna, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and/or cultural practitioners and lineal descendants, as appropriate, should be required for all actions and activities that may adversely impact Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices.

On a similar note, OHA strongly urges the Board to require that these draft rules provide much clearer cultural consultation requirements, consistent with the CMP as well as the need to ensure that decisionmaking does not unduly infringe on Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, or impact important culturally significant resources and sites. OHA does acknowledge the draft rules’ suggestion that the “president’s designee may seek the advice of the Maunakea management board and the KKM pursuant to the comprehensive management plan and consistent with the timelines and procedures of this chapter,” and that OMKM may, “after consulting with Kahu Kū Mauna,” restore sites impacted by “customary and traditional rights” activities. However, despite KKM’s explicit role as a Native Hawaiian cultural advisory body for the MKMB, OMKM, and the UH Chancellor, neither of these permissive regulatory references would require any actual consultation with KKM. Moreover, the draft rules provide no other mention or role for Kahu Kū Mauna, other than to advise that cultural practitioners consult with them. Given the broad range of decisions and activities contemplated by these draft rules that may

---

*One possible example, which OHA provided in its 2011 letter and reiterated in 2018 consultation meetings, might be found in the conservation district rules, where some uses and activities may be unilaterally granted by the Chairperson, and other more intensive uses and activities must be approved by the Board of Land and Natural Resources, with additional attendant requirements such as a management plan.

*Proposed HAR § 20-26-3(e) (emphasis added); -21.(b).*
impact cultural resources and practices on Maunakea — including area closures, the
designation of snow play areas, the issuance of group and commercial permits, etc. —
OHA strongly believes that these rules should provide a much clearer, mandatory, and
broader advisory role for the official Native Hawaiian advisory council for the
management of Maunakea.

OHA further notes that the CMP and its underlying cultural resource protection
plan contain numerous “actions” and other provisions requiring OMKM and KKM to
“work with families with lineal and historical connections to Maunakea, kūpuna, cultural
practitioners, the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and other Native Hawaiian groups . . . toward
the development of appropriate procedures and protocols regarding cultural issues.”
However, again, the lack of consultation requirements for KKM on a number of decisions
relevant to cultural practices and protocols for Maunakea preclude any such consultation.

Accordingly, OHA again urges the Board to provide further opportunity for
dialogue on and refinement of these administrative rules, to ensure that an appropriate
level of cultural consultation is conducted in relevant decisionmaking actions, as
envisioned and long-promised by the CMP.

C. CMP actions requiring rulemaking should be included and implemented in the
draft rules.

OHA further urges the Board to ensure that these rules reflect the management
actions envisioned in the CMP, that may be critical to protecting Native Hawaiian rights
and cultural resources, and that would appear to require rulemaking to be properly
implemented. For example, FLU-2 (designating land use zones to restrict future land uses
in the Astronomy Precinct, based on cultural and natural resource inventories); CR-7
(cultural education requirements for construction staff, UH staff, and researchers); ACT-2
(parking and visitor traffic plan); and CR-6 (guidelines for the visitation and use of ancient
shrines), among others, would all appear to require rulemaking to be enforceable and fully
implemented. Other actions, such as EO-7 (developing a systematic input process for
stakeholders) and NR-13 (establishing a collaborative working group for management and
resource protection), among others, could also be implemented and institutionalized via
rulemaking. However, these and other CMP action items that, if implemented, would
serve to protect cultural practices, resource, and sites, do not appear to be reflected in the
administrative rules.

OHA appreciates OMKM’s assertion that some of these action items may be
implemented via “policies” adopted by OMKM or the Board; however, there is no
guarantee that such policies will in fact be established, much less in an appropriate and
accountable way. For example, a number of these actions have been pending for years,
well beyond their anticipated timeline of completion; the need for rulemaking itself was
specifically cited as the reason for the delay in implementing certain actions (such as CR-
6, “Develop and adopt guidelines for the visitation and use of ancient shrines”). The
decade-long failure to adopt “policies” to implement these outstanding actions, which
would appear to otherwise require rulemaking, raises significant doubt as to whether
such policies will actually be adopted in a timely manner outside of the rulemaking context. In another example, despite the CMP’s aforementioned requirement that OHA, ‘ohana with lineal ties, and cultural practitioners be specifically consulted on specific actions including CR-5 (the adoption of guidelines for the placement of cultural offerings), CR-7 (the appropriateness of new cultural features), and CR-9 (the appropriateness of new cultural features), policies to “implement” these actions were recently recommended for approval by OMKM, without any meaningful consultation with OHA or a known family of cultural practitioners that specifically requested consultation.\(^8\) Such a recommendation brings into question whether future “policies” that are in fact adopted to implement the CMP, will be done so in an appropriate way consistent with the CMP’s own requirements.

OHA notes that even if referenced or generally contemplated in the current rules draft, specific policies and plans adopted outside of the formal rulemaking process may also not be enforceable, as illustrated in numerous court decisions relating to HRS Chapter 91.

Accordingly, OHA again urges the Board to provide further opportunity, prior to the commencement of the formal rulemaking process, for consultation and dialogue on these administrative rules, to ensure that they fulfill their critical management functions in protecting Native Hawaiian rights and their underlying cultural resources and sites on Maunakea.

D. Reliable and transparent resource-generating mechanisms, including observatory sublease provisions, are necessary to minimize impacts to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights resulting from permitted, unregulated, and otherwise allowed activities

Finally, and most critically, OHA reiterates its long-standing assertion that any administrative rules for Maunakea provide clear assurances that future observatory subleases will generate sufficient and reliable revenue and other support for the appropriate management of Maunakea, including through the full implementation of the CMP.

OHA notes that a number of activities which may be permitted, unregulated, or otherwise allowed under these rules have the potential to significantly undermine Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices and beliefs associated with Maunakea, thereby impacting Native Hawaiians’ ability to exercise their traditional and customary rights. For example, access to and the availability of specific resources and sites may be hampered or foreclosed by commercial tours, research activities (including observatory development and operation), public use, and even the actions of untrained government

\(^8\) OHA did attend a May 2016 outreach meeting regarding these actions along with numerous other stakeholders, where the overwhelming sentiment was to conduct further public outreach; however, the only subsequent outreach events were a series of general notices stating that “OMKM would like to invite you to talk story about Maunakea,” with no indication of what, specifically, OMKM was inviting the public to “talk story” about. OHA does not consider this to represent meaningful and directed consultation with OHA, cultural practitioners, or lineal descendants, much less members of the general public.
staff and contractors. In addition, "Culture and nature are from an anthropological perspective intertwined and from a Native Hawaiian point of view inseparable... one cannot even begin to try and understand the meaning and significance of the cultural resources... without considering the relationship between people and the high altitude environment"; therefore, the impacts of permitted and allowed activities on Maunakea's environmental integrity as a whole, may fundamentally burden or preclude the meaningful exercise of Native Hawaiian cultural practices in an otherwise sacred region.

In light of this understanding, OHA does believe that full implementation of the CMP, including its various subplans, may mitigate the potential for impacts to Native Hawaiian rights. However, absent stronger capacity-building assurances in the rules, there is no identifiable source of funds or other resources necessary for the CMP to be fully and consistently implemented. OHA notes that the proposed rules do authorize fees for permits, parking, and entrance; however, even the most lucrative commercial tour permits have historically generated only half a million dollars a year on average, just a fraction of UH's current costs of administering Maunakea. Numerous CMP action items yet to be implemented -- including greater enforcement coverage, the development and implementation of educational and cultural training curricula, the development and implementation of a parking and visitor traffic plan, the scoping of additional facilities such as restrooms and a vehicle wash station, the ongoing collection and maintenance of cultural information and practices, and many others -- will likely require a much higher level of resources than in previous years. Again, without mechanisms to ensure a sufficient level of resource generation to meaningfully implement the CMP, permitted and other activities will have a high likelihood of harming Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights.

In this regard, OHA notes that the one activity with consistently sufficient budgetary resources, which has and will likely continue to reap the most direct and unique benefits of Maunakea's lands, and which has also served as the primary source of long-standing protests by Native Hawaiian cultural practitioners and environmental groups alike, is observatory development and operation on Maunakea's summit. OHA therefore urges the incorporation of express, regulatory guidance relating to the subleasing of Maunakea lands, which can provide formal assurances that observatory activities provide fair compensation sufficient to implement the CMP, and mitigate future impacts to Native Hawaiian rights that will otherwise result from these rules.

OHA does understand that the scientific study of celestial phenomena has incredible academic and, perhaps more importantly, philosophical value, with the potential to unify humanity across national, religious, ethnic, and political barriers in the common pursuit of understanding our universe, and our very existence as a human race. As in many other cultures, Native Hawaiian traditions also involved the extensive study of

9 CULTURAL RESOURCES SUB-PLAN at 2-1.
the night sky, using stars, planets, and the moon to predict weather conditions, guide harvesting and farming practices, foretell events, and navigate across vast expanses of ocean. Accordingly, OHA has never opposed astronomical endeavors in and of themselves. However, the unifying, cross-cultural value of astronomy may be severely undermined, and its philosophical call for unity and mutual compassion for our shared humanity completely subverted, if it advances only at the direct and unaddressed expense of a particular cultural group, who maintain sincere and reasonable concerns relating to environmental resources and spiritual spaces considered to be both culturally sacred, and marred by historically unjust acquisition.

Accordingly, ensuring that extremely well-funded astronomical endeavors on Maunakea help to address their cultural and environmental impacts would not only mitigate concerns relating to Native Hawaiian rights, but also reinforce the philosophical and humanitarian foundation of astronomy on Maunakea. Unfortunately, as illustrated by the Protect Maunakea Movement, decades-long neglect of environmental and cultural concerns in favor of observatory development have eroded away many Native Hawaiians’ ability to trust in less formal assurances. Therefore, clear regulatory mechanisms to this effect should provide as much public transparency and accountability as feasible.

In light of the above, OHA strongly recommends that the Board, prior to approving any public rulemaking hearings, require that these administrative rules include specific provisions to ensure that any and all future observatory subleases, as public and/or commercial land uses, provide an appropriate, consistent, and sufficient level of financial and other support for the stewardship of Maunakea and its natural and cultural resources. Insofar as such sublease provisions may prove critical to the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights in Maunakea, OHA stands ready to provide the consultation required under the Board’s statutory rulemaking authority.

Mahalo nui for the opportunity to comment on this matter. For any questions or concerns, please contact Jocelyn Doane, Public Policy Manager, at 594-1908 or via e-mail at jocelynd@oha.org.
STATE OF HAWAI‘I
OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS
711 KAPI‘OLANI BOULEVARD, SUITE 500
HONOLULU, HAWAI‘I 96813

June 20, 2011

Stephanie Nagata
Office of Mauna Kea Management
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
640 North A‘ohoku Place
Hilo, Hawai‘i 96720

RE: Initial Comments on Working Draft of Mauna Kea Rules

Aloha e Stephanie Nagata,

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) appreciates the time, effort, and resources that the University of Hawai‘i (UH) and the Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM) has expended to seek input pursuant to Act 132, Session Laws of Hawai‘i 2009, on its draft rules for the lands it leases on Mauna Kea. Thus far, we are pleased with OMKM’s commitment to provide OHA with updated drafts and spend time with our staff to answer questions. In light of the preliminary stage of the rules, OHA intends for this letter to highlight only initial thoughts on the working draft we have been provided.¹ [Attachment A]. OHA encourages OMKM to continue its informal consultation both with OHA and the community. We look forward to hearing the comments and concerns of our beneficiaries and will be submitting more thorough and specific comments once an official draft of the rules is released pursuant to chapter 91.

OHA’s Role

As the constitutionally-established body responsible for protecting and promoting the rights of Native Hawaiians, Haw. Const. Art. XII, § 5, OHA appreciates this opportunity for comment. OHA has substantive obligations to protect the cultural and natural resources of Hawai‘i for its beneficiaries. Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) mandates that OHA serve as the principal public agency in the State of Hawai‘i responsible for the performance, development, and coordination of programs and activities relating to native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; assess the policies and practices of other agencies impacting on native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; and conduct advocacy efforts for native Hawaiians and Hawaiians. HRS § 10-3.

OHA’s responsibilities with relation to activities at Mauna Kea are particularly significant. Mauna Kea is amongst Hawai‘i’s most sacred places and many Native Hawaiians believe Mauna

¹ The terms “working draft,” and “current working draft” refers to a draft provided by OMKM to OHA dated 03/17/11.
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Kea connects them to the very beginning of the Hawaiian people. Since time immemorial, the Native Hawaiian people have used the summit for cultural, spiritual, and religious purposes. Over the last 40 years, activities at the summit have caused irreversible damage to this invaluable place, its irreplaceable cultural and natural resources, and the Native Hawaiian culture that relies upon it. OHA believes it is for these reasons that the Hawai‘i State Legislature required the Board of Regents (BOR) to consult with OHA during the adoption of rules for the Mauna Kea lands. OHA notes that the BOR is required to

[consult with the office of Hawaiian Affairs to ensure that these rules shall not affect any right, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religious purposes and possessed by ahupua'a tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian islands prior to 1778, subject to the State to regulate such rights;]

HRS § 304A-1903(2).

It is with this kuleana in mind that OHA respectfully offers the following comments and requests that responses to our concerns be addressed in subsequent drafts of the Mauna Kea lands administrative rules. OHA looks forward to working with OMKM to create rules to regulate public and commercial activities on the Mauna Kea lands that respect and protect Native Hawaiian culture and the constitutionally-protected rights of Native Hawaiians.

Protection of Native Hawaiian Traditional and Customary Practices

Despite significant protections for Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, the exercise of these practices continue to be challenged and threatened. Pursuant to Article XII section 7 of the Hawai‘i Constitution, statutory law, and Hawai‘i case law our State has assumed and recognized an affirmative duty to protect Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights. Hawai‘i’s constitutional “mandate grew out of a desire to 'preserve the small remaining vestiges of a quickly disappearing culture [by providing] a legal means' to recognize and reaffirm native Hawaiian rights.” These rights are subject to the State’s right to regulate activities on its land which may affect traditional and customary practices. Unfortunately enforcement can be overly burdensome and ultimately prevent Native Hawaiians from continuing to exercise their practices. OHA appreciates OMKM’s cognizance that “[t]he State does not have ‘unfettered discretion to regulate the rights of ahupua‘a tenants out of existence[.]’” and that regulations need to be justified.

Many questions related to how traditional and customary rights will be protected remain unanswered at this stage of the Mauna Kea rules. The current draft does not yet address how


enforcement of the rules will be conducted. OHA and OMKM agree that training enforcement officers will be critical to ensure that Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices are respected and preserved. Additionally, OHA believes it will be important for enforcement officers to be assisted by cultural experts. OHA understands that UH does not have the experience or expertise in managing public recreational activities and protecting traditional and customary Native Hawaiian practices and thus we suggest they continue to seek supportive partnerships. This could be done by, for example, hiring enforcement officers with an understanding of related traditional and customary practices, using a Native Hawaiian advisory group to assist with the development of enforcement policies, and/or having Native Hawaiian practitioners conduct training for enforcement officers.

Inevitably there will be disagreement on what practices are “appropriate,” authentic, and/or reasonable traditional and customary practices. Native Hawaiian culture is a living, constantly evolving culture. When possible, OHA urges adoption of policies that allow for broad interpretations of what is permissible to ensure traditional and customary rights are not abridged. Consistent with OMKM’s acknowledgements, any decisions that deny Native Hawaiians’ ability to exercise their traditional and customary rights must be justified. The State’s ability to restrict these practices is limited. OHA understands that OMKM will continue to take these issues into consideration as it moves forward with drafting the rules.

OHA commends OMKM for prioritizing the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights in its future management of Mauna Kea. OHA notes that one of the goals that emerged from the creation of the Mauna Kea Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) is to increase the understanding of Native Hawaiian history and cultural practices on Mauna Kea to ensure that Native Hawaiian practices are protected and respected. OHA also recognizes that OMKM places the protection of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights as one of its guiding principles in management of public and commercial activities at Mauna Kea. In light of the challenges that regulations place on Native Hawaiian practitioners and OMKM’s assertion that traditional and customary rights will be preserved and protected, OHA believes that the Mauna Kea rules can be drafted in a way that will increase the likelihood that this mandate will be met. Specifically, OHA

- supports OMKM’s intention to clarify within the purpose section of the Mauna Kea Rules General Provisions that the rules are not intended to diminish or abrogate provisions of Haw. Const. Art. XII § 7. OHA prefers option 2 and would edit it as follows:

  “The rules are not intended to diminish or abrogate the provisions of Article XII, Section 7 of the Hawai‘i State Constitution or Section 7-1, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes relating to Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights.”

- suggests that, in addition to including the above language in the purpose section, an entirely separate subchapter (or alternatively section) should be added that articulates that the Mauna Kea Rules, in its entirety, are not intended to prevent practitioners from exercising their Native Hawaiian traditional and customary

---

Mauna Kea Public Access Plan, 5-1. Specifically OMKM’s guiding principles indicates that traditional and customary rights will be preserved and protected.
practices. Including a separate subchapter would further emphasize OMKM’s firm commitment and provide additional assurances for Native Hawaiian practitioners. OHA recommends inclusion of the following language which explicitly recognizes Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, within a separate subchapter of the rules:

“Subchapter 4: Protection of Native Hawaiian Rights

Nothing in this chapter is intended to restrict Native Hawaiians from exercising their traditional and customary rights. These rules should be read in conformance with Haw. Const. Art. XII § 7, HRS §§ 1-1 and 7-1, and applicable case law.”

OHA believes these suggestions would help fulfill OMKM’s management priorities and goals, OHA’s commitment to protect and advocate for traditional and customary rights, and the Legislature’s intent to ensure that traditional and customary rights are given adequate protection within the Mauna Kea rules.

Scope of Commercial Activities

OHA asserts that the administrative rules for UH’s leased Mauna Kea lands must broadly encompass all activities where any compensation or value, including monetary fees, barter, or services in-kind, is received in exchange for any goods or services, including subleasing the Mauna Kea lands. In the same legislation that authorized the BOR to adopt rules to regulate commercial activities at Mauna Kea, the Hawai‘i State Legislature also authorized the BOR to charge fees for the use of Mauna Kea lands, facilities, and programs. Act 132 clearly authorizes the BOR to charge fees for a broad number of activities, including subleasing the Mauna Kea lands, commercial tour activities, use of facilities and programs on the Mauna Kea lands, and other activities. Inasmuch as OMKM agrees that the state Legislature has authorized the BOR to charge fees for these activities, and given the working draft’s definition of “commercial activity” as “the use of or activity on state lands for which compensation is received,” with “compensation” expressly including “monetary fees, barter, or services in-kind,” it is unclear why OMKM has taken the position that some of these activities (particularly subleasing the land) would not be subject to the forthcoming Mauna Kea rules. It is OHA’s position that the rules should comprehensively regulate all commercial activities, as defined in the working draft rules, including subleasing Mauna Kea lands, regardless of whether lease rents involves monetary payment, barter, or services in-kind, such as telescope viewing time.

An inclusive reading of commercial activities is consistent with the DLNR rules OMKM is mandated to strive for consistency with and the DLNR policy that OMKM cites both within the current working draft and the UH Management Areas on Mauna Kea Public Access Plan (Public Access Plan).

In authorizing the BOR to adopt rules to regulate commercial activities, the Legislature required the BOR to “[s]trive for consistency with the administrative rules of the division of forestry and wildlife of the department of land and natural resources related to forest reserves and natural area reserves.” HRS § 304A-1903.
The rules regulating activities within Natural Area Reserves, Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) § 13-209-2, specifies

"Commercial activity" means the use of or activity on state lands for which compensation is received and by any person for goods and services or both rendered to consumers or participants in that use or activity.

The rules regulating activities within forest reserves, HAR §13-104-2, specifies

"Commercial activity" means the use of or activity in the forest reserve for which compensation is received by any person for goods or services or both rendered to customers or participants in that use of activity.

OHA notes OMKM’s current working draft is generally consistent with the above definitions. It is also consistent with the DLNR’s Policy for Commercial Activities on State Owned and Managed Lands and Waters [Attachment B], which is cited in OMKM’s working draft and UH’s Public Access Plan. DLNR’s policy defines (in relevant part) commercial activity as

The collection by a party or their agent of any fee, charge, or other compensation shall make the activity commercial except when such fee, charge, or other compensation is for the sale of literature allowed under Chapter 13-7-7, HAR. [1]

OHA is concerned that future drafts may diverge from these inclusive definitions. On May 18, 2011, OMKM provided OHA with a draft of General Provisions for the Administrative Procedures section of the rules which included considerations for possible definition amendments. [Attachment C]. The definitions found within this attachment appear to exempt UH and other agency activities (e.g., UH’s land subleases and the sale/exchange/barter of telescope viewing time) from the commercial activities section of the rules. OHA opposes any attempt to limit the scope of commercial activities under the rules, including exempting actions by governmental agencies. Act 132 provided UH with the opportunity to establish a framework for regulating commercial activities on the Mauna Kea lands and to be effective and meaningful, this framework must comprehensively contemplate and regulate all foreseeable activities that involve the exchange of compensation for the use of or activity on Mauna Kea lands.

As such, UH’s impending Mauna Kea administrative rules for commercial activities should expressly address procedures to sublease the Mauna Kea lands. In entering into leases the BOR is required to “comply with all statutory requirements in the disposition of ceded lands.” The creation of rules to assist with this mandate would be beneficial both to UH and the public. HRS chapter 171 guides the disposition of public land, much of which includes ceded lands. OHA suggests that enactment of administrative rules in line with chapter 171’s leasing procedures would give UH a solid framework for properly subleasing the Mauna Kea Lands through a fair, open, and transparent process. The Department of Agricultural (DOA) administrative rules may be instructive as it takes these suggestions into consideration. The DOA’s rules for its agricultural park program and non-agricultural park lands programs rules specifies a process for the disposition of public lands and lease provisions. HAR §§ 4-153, 158.
The Mauna Kea lands that UH have the pleasure and benefit of leasing are ceded lands that are part of the public land trust, held in trust by the State for the benefit of the general public and native Hawaiians. The decision by the BLNR to lease the Mauna Kea lands to UH in 1968 has had long term implications for the public and its resources. Any future subleases or lease extensions are significant decisions that will impact present and future generations of trust beneficiaries. As such, the BOR has fiduciary obligations when making decisions related to activities on Mauna Kea and its resources. These decisions should be subject to public input and participation through a process that is clearly establish and defined. Therefore, OHA strongly suggests that the scope of the Mauna Kea administrative rules must be all-inclusive and cover subleases of the Mauna Kea lands and ancillary activities, including the sale/exchange/barter of telescope viewing time, as well as the activities currently contemplated under the draft rules, such as commercial tours, film and production, concessions, and special events.

**Transparency/Accountability**

At a minimum, decisions with broad or long-term implications should be made by a decision-making body that is directly accountable to the public and, at a minimum, subject to Hawai‘i’s sunshine laws to ensure meaningful public participation. OHA is uncomfortable with the broad decision-making authority to manage and regulate public and commercial activities that the current draft designates to chancellor of UH Hilo (or the chancellor’s designee). Specifically, the current working draft gives the chancellor (or designee) the authority to issue permits, establish visiting hours, close or restrict public use of all or any portion of Mauna Kea for up to two years, close or restrict vehicular access of roads, and prohibit or restrict snow play in designated areas. In contrast, similar decision-making authority in DLNR’s natural area and forest reserves require approval by the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR), a body comprised of members that are appointed by the Governor with the consent of the Hawai‘i State Senate. In the case of the natural area reserves, even more oversight is required – closing of areas, visiting hours, and special use permits require BLNR approval as well as the approval of the natural area reserves system commission.

OHA realizes that not all decisions require the same level of transparency or should be given the same level of scrutiny. The DLNR’s rules in the conservation district provide a good example of how administrative rules require different levels of scrutiny depending on the intensity of proposed land uses. HAR § 13-5. While the Chairperson of the BLNR may unilaterally grant department permits for less intense land uses, the Board must approve board permits which involve land uses with potential for increased impacts. An examination of the rules reveals that land uses with increased potential impacts are also subject to increased public involvement. The public can appeal the Chairperson’s decision on a departmental permit and if the Chairperson’s decision is shown to be “arbitrary and capricious, the board may affirm, amend or reverse the decision . . . , or order a contested case hearing[.]” HAR §13-5-33. With regards to board permits, public hearings are held which gives community members an opportunity to provide input, and where required contested case hearings are held. HAR § 13-5-34. These hearings are often times the only opportunity for

---

6 Depending on the proposed land use, permit applicants in the conservation district are required to apply for a site plan, a departmental permit, or a board permit. IAR §§ 13-5-22, 23, 24, 25 identifies different levels of review and permits required for different proposed land uses.
individuals to communicate to decision-makers how activities may adversely affect their cultural practices. OHA understands that OMKM is in its very initial stage of drafting the section of the rules applicable to contested cases (Attachment C) and urges OMKM to consider the Conservation District rules as it continues drafting. OHA also understands that there may be emergency and public safety situations that require more immediate decisions by the Chancellor alone and notes that HAR § 13-5-35 accounts for similar situations.

Designation of the chancellor’s authority to the Mauna Kea Management Board (MKMB) does not resolve these concerns. OMKM advised OHA staff that these decisions may ultimately be designated to or made in conjunction with MKMB. OHA appreciates that the MKMB may be more closely affiliated with and responsive to Mauna Kea’s nearby communities than the BOR. OHA reiterates — the decision-making body with such broad discretion should be directly accountable to the public and at a minimum be subject to Hawai‘i’s sunshine laws to ensure public scrutiny and participation. It is not enough that MKMB complies with sunshine laws without an explicit legal mandate. Given Mauna Kea’s unique character — conservation land classification, status as ceded lands, cultural significance, religious affiliations, astrological significance (both to Native Hawaiian and international astronomers), resource rich — heightened transparency is necessary.

OHA looks forward to continuing to contribute to this process with the University of Hawai‘i and the Office of Mauna Kea Management. The significance of Mauna Kea compels OHA to advocate for increased understanding and protection of this special place and the Native Hawaiian people who rely upon it.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have further questions, please contact us or have your staff contact us via Jocelyn Doane by phone at (808) 594-1759 or e-mail at jocelynd@oha.org.

'O wau iho no me ka 'oia'i'o,

Clyde W. Nāmu'o
Chief Executive Officer

CWN:jd

C: Trustee Robert K. Lindsey Jr., Office of Hawaiian Affairs
University of Hawai‘i, Board of Regents
Mr. William Ailā, Chairperson, Board of Land and Natural Resources
OHA Hilo and Kona CRC Offices

OMKM advised OHA that it does not believe that MKMB meetings are subject to Hawai‘i’s Sunshine Laws, however MKMB conducts its meeting as if it is.
November 4, 2019

Office of Maunakea Management
University of Hawai‘i Hilo

Statement in Response to
Board of Regents Resolution 19-03
To Act on Items Relating to Maunakea Management

The Office of Maunakea Management (OMKM) was established in 2000 when the Board of Regents (BOR) approved a new Master Plan for the lands under lease or easement to the University. By approving the Master Plan, the BOR made a commitment to community-based management; a commitment which included the establishment of two community advisory bodies, the Maunakea Management Board and Kahu Kū Mauna. All members of these two bodies are volunteers who reside on the Island of Hawai‘i. Their role, in addition to providing input into management, development of policies, overseeing regulatory compliance and astronomy development, is to ensure the University is committed to the community and seek their counsel regarding Maunakea. OMKM’s role is the operating arm to ensure these community voices are heard and included in the decision making process. OMKM serves as the community conscience for the University.

It is apparent from the content and tone of Resolution 19-03 that the BOR is under a misapprehension of the purpose and duties of the OMKM. Further, the BOR does not seem to grasp the enormous challenges that stewardship of Maunakea presents.

For the past 19 years, OMKM has made tremendous strides in stewardship of Maunakea. The office has been publicly recognized and received awards for our stewardship programs. The OMKM staff has varied responsibilities, including: the review of numerous project proposals ranging from installing cameras and weather instruments to installation of solar panels on summit facilities to renovation of observatory facilities to observatory construction and installation. OMKM serves as the University’s permitting agent and submits all permit requests which must not only comply with the Department of Land and Natural Resources rules but also with the Comprehensive Management Plan’s requirements—requirements which include extensive community consultation.

OMKM is responsible for overseeing compliance by permittees, such as observatories, with the conditions of their DLNR permits. OMKM is responsible for protecting cultural and natural resources, which at the time OMKM was established very little information was known as to what they were and their status. OMKM has created a pioneering cultural resource management program. Our cultural resource monitoring program is conducted annually, not only when construction occurs as is the case with other cultural monitoring programs. Our natural resource program has established both baseline conditions and long-term trends in the status of natural resources such as the wēkīu bug and permafrost. OMKM is responsible for overseeing the decommissioning of telescopes, complying not only with DLNR rules, but CMP, permit, master
lease and sublease condition, and legal agreements; while engaging the community in decisions as to the long-term future condition of the site. OMKM is responsible for the health and safety of the thousands of visitors, most of whom are from out-of-state. OMKM is responsible for implementing the CMP, of which most of the management actions have been put into action or completed. Over 80% of the 103 management actions are ongoing, meaning they are perpetual stewardship commitments by the University.

Members of the OMKM staff take their responsibilities seriously and understand the importance of the work that OMKM is tasked with. They are proud of what they do, why they do it, and the contributions it is making towards the University’s mission and goals with respect to Maunakea. OMKM’s accomplishments are only possible with the guidance and input of community advisory committees including the MKMB, Kahu Kū Mauna, and Environment, Design Review and Decommissioning Review committees and a dedicated staff.

Finally, OMKM would like to clarify resolution item number 6. Educational programs including Native Hawaiian culture, history, environmental and biological considerations designed for tour guides, drivers, employees, contractors, scientists, and observatory workers have been in effect since 2013. All of the aforementioned are required to take an orientation-training every three years. Most are now on their second round of orientation. In addition, all Maunakea UH and TMT employees, as required by the TMT permit condition, are required to take a one day orientation which has already been developed. Upon approval of UH’s administrative rules, all visitors will be required to take an orientation at the Visitor Information Station before ascending the mountain. Kahu Kū Mauna reviewed and approved the cultural portion of the orientations. This process is detailed in a plan approved by the MKMB and Department of Land & Natural Resources. Regular updates occur based on both community feedback and situational needs. Such programs are prepared and implemented without dedicated University support. In addition, OMKM has complied with all eight (8) Educational and Outreach management actions of the CMP and continues to expand programs and activities related to this management category.

While OMKM appreciates any assistance for OMKM programs from the BOR including CMP compliance, OMKM strongly advocates for BOR support of ‘Imiloa’s mission-related programs.

In closing, the OMKM urges the BOR to defer action on this resolution and keep the MIG open to allow for consultation with the community and stakeholders including OMKM in accordance with the Master Plan.

/s/

Stephanie Nagata
Brian Bence
Michael Gahan
Kawai Gibson
Wallace Ishibashi
Jessica Kirkpatrick
Frederick Klasner

Paul Paiva
Dawn Pamarang
Richardson Pouoa
Lukela Ruddle
DuWayne Waipa
Tommy Waltjen
Joy Yoshina
Aloha kākou.

I’m Tom Peek, one of the first astronomy guides for the observatories. In the late 1980s and early ‘90s, I helped beef up our fledging Visitor Information Station program and purchased our first real telescope, primarily so that island keiki and kupuna could safely stargaze.

Last month you passed a resolution urging a “de-escalation of tension,” calling for “all sides to work toward a peaceful resolution” of the Mauna Kea clash.

That’s why it’s difficult to understand why you would consider—at this volatile time—the kinds of public access restrictions included in these “administrative rules,” especially after they’ve been roundly opposed by Native Hawaiians, Big Islanders and other residents.

Adopting these access restrictions will only further escalate the tensions—inside and outside the University—that you’re worried about.

If you really want to de-escalate those tensions, I recommend that you begin tackling some of the actual mismanagement problems that continue to damage the University’s respect and reputation. Here are some constructive things you can do:

1. For a start, reject the public access restrictions in these proposed rules. That would demonstrate genuine respect for the long-held views of local residents, especially Native Hawaiians and Big Islanders.
2. In the name of restoring community peace and cohesion, withdraw the University’s support for the Thirty Meter Telescope and urge the TMT Board of Governors to take their telescope elsewhere.
3. To preserve some semblance of intellectual integrity, rebuke UH astronomers, lawyers and hired planners who’ve brazenly asserted—against all scientific rationality and common sense—that building an 18-story building on Mauna Kea’s northern plateau will have “no significant environmental or cultural impact.”
4. Urge the state legislature to create a new, independent Mauna Kea management agency that, unlike the University and its Office of Mauna Kea Management, has no
inherent conflict of interest and that will manage the mountain on behalf of the legal rightholders of this ceded land—the public and Native Hawaiians—rather than for astronomers, tour companies and the construction industry. Then begin phasing out OMKM.

5. In the meantime, to remove one longstanding insult, direct OMKM to require all existing observatories to convert their septic tanks and leach fields to closed systems so that sewage effluent no longer seeps into the summit cones.

6. Urge the Department of Land and Natural Resources to begin charging all summit observatories fair market lease rents as required by law (rather than $1 a year). That way the broader public will directly benefit from U.S. and international use of the mountain, not just your Institute for Astronomy (which receives telescope time and academic prestige from these facilities).

7. Withdraw your subcommittee’s ill-conceived proposal to build a new cultural center at Hale Pohaku. That’s no compromise. That’s actually a double win for Hawai‘i’s construction industry—build TMT and a second facility too!

In closing, I just want to remind you that there’s a vast difference between saying things that you think are “politically correct” and doing things that are morally sound.

Thank you.
Proposed rules perpetuate failures of Mauna Kea governance

By Tom Peek

Proposed rules perpetuate failures of Mauna Kea governance. The University of Hawaii’s proposed administrative rules — roundly opposed by many Big Islanders and other residents — will further polarize our community and add credence to the longstanding charge that state officials routinely ignore the concerns of local residents. The proposal’s timing — when virtually all are calling for a peaceful resolution to the Mauna Kea clash — couldn’t be worse.

As an early astronomy guide for the observatories, I’ve watched the Mauna Kea controversy close-up and witnessed 30 years of UH and state parks division of land and natural resources malfeasance. A combination of astronomical ambitions, ethnocentric prejudice and pressure from Hawaii’s construction and tourism industries underlies that history.

The proposed rules—and the Office of Mauna Kea Management (OMKM) that created them—are direct descendants of that unsavory past. The seeds of these rules were planted in a notorious time, after a blistering 1998 legislative audit finally exposed decades of UH and DLNR malfeasance. On the 10-year anniversary since we were beefing up our fledgling Visitor Information Station program in 1988, restricting Islanders’ access was not supported by the mountain’s astronomical community.

We knew Islanders had to fear that astronomy would take over the mountain, and we all understood that Mauna Kea longed to them long before we showed up. That understanding was upturned by then-UHP president Keneth Mortimer and his Institute for Astronomy Acting Director Bob McLaren in their defensive — I would say even vindictive — response to the audit. Mortimer and McLaren—and the BLNR chairperson then—shamelessly denied most of the auditor’s conclusions and blamed the public for whatever problems existed. So they proposed the first public access restrictions, similar to those in the current proposed rules. The Sierra Club’s Nelson Hocal called that “scapegoating the public” rather than dealing with the “industrialization and commercialization of the summit.”

But even more disturbing, university officials proposed creating their own management agency, an entity they could control: the Office of Mauna Kea Management. I don’t believe OMKM was ever intended to actually restore balance on the mountain but instead to use a formal planning and carefully selected cultural consultant as political cover for building more telescopes and to begin limiting access—especially noncommercial access—to the summit. The seeds of these proposed rules are part of that unsavory history—tools to completely take over the mountain top, as Big Islanders feared in the 1980s, and to further empower OMKM.

If the UH regents now adopt these proposed rules, they will join the long list of state officials who have been tainted by this dismal legacy. To avoid that, they should reject these rules, phase out OMKM, and embrace Hawaiian proposals for a new management agency that has no conflict of interest.

If they decide to ignore the public and adopt the rules, Gov. David Ige will then be asked for his approval, an act that would further inflame the community divisions that are spreading across our archipelago.
NOTICE and ORDER to Step UP or...

CEASE and DESIST

From: Gene Tamashiro = true kanaka
Ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Aina : Hawaiian Kingdom Jural Assembly
25-3447 Pakelekia St. Hilo, Hawai‘i (US Zip 96720)

To: Board of Regents et al. men/women
University of Hawai‘i CORPORATION
Bachman 209 – 2444 Dole Street – Honolulu, HI 96822
Telephone: (808) 956-8213; Fax: (808) 956-5156

Date: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 Time: 9:45 a.m.
Place: University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, Performing Arts Center
200 W. Kawili Street Hilo, Hawai‘i 96720-4091

Subject: Notice and Order to Step UP or... CEASE and DESIST from the ongoing false, unlawful and harmful presumption of title / jurisdiction over Maunakea, the Hawaiian Crown Lands and our sovereign Hawaiian Kingdom : Ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Aina, perpetrated by the State of Hawai‘i Inc. (Dun and Bradstreet # 047333546) the University of Hawai‘i / Board of Regents and MAUNAKEA GOVERNANCE PERMITTED INTERACTION GROUP (MIG).

From the beginning, as KeAkua / The Source / Creator / God is my eternal witness, I Gene, of the family Tamashiro, embrace all gifts given by God, repent all transgressions against God, and waive all false claims that are without God / the Truth. I do not speak for anyone else but myself, and I always clarify and confirm my lawful status, as a Kingdom subject under the Creator's Law as codified on this soil: Declaration of Rights 1839, Kauikeaouli, Kamehameha III.

Hawaiian Kingdom : Ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Aina is in continuity. We are a natural law constitutional monarchy. Here, in the Creator's kingdom on Earth, all people regardless of political status are guaranteed protected in their unalienable right to SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS and FULL DISCLOSURE.

Ko Hawai‘i Pae ‘Aina is not a CORPORATION! We do not pay foreign agents of the BAR: British Accreditation Regency to "re-present" us in a FOREIGN CORPORATE COURT SYSTEM. We simply LIVE LAWFULLY...with ALOHA!

BE TRUTHFUL. DO NO HARM. HONOR YOUR WORD.

Whereas: There is no lawful Treaty of Annexation, and the Hawaiian Kingdom has been under unlawful military occupation for over 126 years...The kanaka maoli (original people) + Hawaiians of all colors assert the true Law of our nation. We now ORDER you guys, agents and employees of the State of Hawai‘i, a provisional government services corporation to CEASE and DESIST from legislating and enforcing solely for the benefit of the occupying corporate power, United States Inc. See: United States Code (USC) Article 28, Sec. 3002, line 15, definition of UNITED STATES = FEDERAL CORPORATION.
"On August 2, 2019, the Board of Regents met to consider creating a permitted interaction group to investigate issues and make recommendations related to Maunakea governance. This action was borne from a feeling amongst some Regents that the Board needed to do more to evaluate on the University of Hawai'i's governance and stewardship of Maunakea, especially in light of the criticisms being levied against the University in relation to the Thirty Meter Telescope project (TMT). The need for Board engagement was amplified by the blocking of the access road to Maunakea that began on July 13, 2019, as well as the occupation of Bachman Hall on the University of Hawai'i at Manoa campus.

The scope and responsibility of the Board was unclear and exacerbated by the fact that most of the Regents had not been members of the Board when the vote on the TMT sublease was taken in 2010. Also, some Regents expressed the difficulty for the Board to remain nimble during a time where circumstances can change daily, given the constraints of the Sunshine Law where no more than two Regents can have discussions on board-related business unless a public notice is issued at least six days in advance of a meeting. The intent is for deliberation and discussion, and possible decision making, to occur at a special meeting of the Board on November 6, 2019." (From your own documents /perspective)

1. The MIG includes the following Regents:
   1. Ben Kudo, Board Chair
   2. Jan Sullivan, Board Vice Chair
   3. Wayne Higaki, Board Vice Chair, Hawai'i Island Regent, and Regent-member of the Mauna Kea Management Board (MKMB)
   4. Kelli Acopan, Student Regent
   5. Alapaki Nahale-a, Hawai'i Island Regent and Regent-member of MKMB
   6. Ernest Wilson Jr., Maui Island Regent

2. President David Lassner, Vice President for Legal Affairs and University General Counsel Carrie Okinaga, Executive Director of Maunakea Stewardship Greg Chun, and Associate General Counsel Jesse Souki participated in several of the MIG meetings. Kendra Oishi, Executive Administrator and Secretary of the Board of Regents.

3. A MIG briefing was held on August 27, 2019, that included the individuals noted above and the following: UH Hilo Chancellor Bonnie Irwin, Director of the Office of Maunakea Management (OMKM) Stephanie Nagata, Interim Director of the Institute for Astronomy Bob McLaren, and UH Communications Director Dan Meisenzahl.

- Identifying the issues that the MIG should explore and be educated on for the members to have a foundational background of Maunakea-related issues and in order to exercise sound judgment in making its findings and recommendations.
- Historical, operational, financial, and legal issues, including: The history of astronomy on Maunakea and TMT.

"Findings and Recommendations The MIG recognizes the complexity of the issues related to Maunakea and that Maunakea has become a symbol of Native Hawaiian self-determination. It also recognizes that the University has been criticized for past and present mismanagement of Maunakea. The MIG recognizes that the Board has the ultimate responsibility to fulfill and carry out all of the recommendations and obligations. As part of the reorganization and restructuring plan, an in-depth analysis will be done to determine whether the management of the Maunakea Science Reserve would be better served if transferred to a governmental authority, or other third party entity... or through alternate management mechanisms... The results of this analysis will be presented to the Board of Regents by April 2020. The University will cooperate with the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) to resolve any outstanding issues relating to the roadway infrastructure on Maunakea and will seek opportunities to assist DHHL in its efforts to fulfill its trust duties and responsibilities on the use of its Maunakea lands.

While the MIG recommends dissolution, it recognizes that the issues related to Maunakea are extremely complex and will continue to impact the University and the entire State, and go far beyond the issue of Maunakea." (From your own documents /perspectives)
Dear UH Board of Regents et al...

Even though Hawai'i has been under unlawful foreign military/corporate occupation for over 126 years.

Hawaiian Kingdom: Ko Hawai'i Pae 'Aina LIVES!

We peacefully protect our beloved country from any more exploitation, desecration, and denationalization. Today, Hawaiian Kingdom subjects under the Creator's Law, organize and restore our national government, conduct mo'okauahau, ho'oponopono and take all steps unto full restoration.

New building infrastructure on the Mauna, and elsewhere will begin very soon.
Our natural law constitutional monarchy is in continuity. Aloha centered communication, accountability and transparency are required. Our God given unalienable rights are guaranteed.

Crown Land heirs and ohanas are coming forward. Kingdom building permits forthcoming. The chiefs and the people, each with their own talents and kuleana, now assert lawful authority and take responsibility to MALAMA the 'AINA and MALAMA PONO. MO'O KUAUHAU begins as we prepare for KO HAWAI'I PAE 'AINA ELECTIONS. Ohhh yess...

UNITY IN THE LAW = UNITY IN THE PEOPLE

Our true status is clarified...The Law of this soil is confirmed.

You guys, with the State...CEASE and DESIST. Stop making false presumptions and stop doing harm.

Hawaiians are home...This is our house!

E KOMO MAI

[Signature] Date 11/6/14

Gene Tarnashiro = true kanaka
Hawaiian Kingdom Jural Assembly
CIRCLEOFSOVEREIGNS.COM
(808) 785-0402